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The Marines took Johnson field Tuesday during a demonstration using a
combat helicopter. After local reservists rappeled down a rope from the

hovering copter; the bird landed and took students for flights above cam~
pus. (Photos by .John Chadwick)

NCJV\ probes attendance charge
By Cindy Foster Reed
The National Collegiate
Athletic Association is in•
vestigating a charge that aUNM
athlete received credit for a class
he failed to attend. The charge is
one of many now being in.
vestigated at UNM by the
NCAA.
The charge, listed in a Nov. 13
letter from UNM President
William E. Davis, was read to
members of the UNM Faculty
Senate Tuesday. The letter failed
to mention the .athlete's name.
Davi~' letter,
written in
response to quest~ons from the
faculty about the investigation,
denied im Albuquerqiw .Jourlla/
report that the NCAA was in·
vestigating charges of improper
changes of athletes' grades ot
transcripts.
In the letter; Davis said he had
"no idea" where the paper obtained its informatfon.
Davis said under NCAA rules
the atcUsations canno~ be made
public until after. the final report
is made by the association.
Davis .did, however, make the
·list available to Janet Roebuck,
president of the FacUlty Senate,
and Bill Coleman, chairman of
the Senate's Undergraduate
Academic Affairs Committee.
Coleman confirmed that the
NCAA was investigating a
charge of Class non·attendance
by an. athlete. He said he .approved of Davis' sta~d not to
make the allegations public until
theinvestig!,l.tion .ls complete,
"The .allegations represented
are quite specific as to the per•
sonnel and incidents involved
and there is no way a f3:ir in~
vestigation could: be conducted if
they were made pti'blic 1" Coleman
said.
·
In other business, aarcy Cox,

director.. of Police and Parking
Services, reported to the Senate
that inadequate Iigl:iting is · a
"definite" problem in providing
protection to women students on
campus.
Cox: said the campus pollee
were investigating several
pr9grams to provide increased
security to womep following two
recent attacks made on female
students·on and near earn pus.
The lighting system on both .
main and North Campuses needs
to be improved and defective
lights need to be fixed, he said.
Campus patrols .have also been
·~beefed-up" in theili~ursbetween
sunset and midnight, he said,
arid an escort service has. been
reinstituted to walk students to
theircars·after evening classes.
The police .have also been
investigating. the possibility of
installing a campus system of
phones that would automatically
ring at the police station when
activated by a. student; he said.
Cox said most universities
with a population of 10,000 or
more suffer about two to three
rape attacks a year, wnUe UNM
had .47 attacks per 10,000
students this year .as of Nov. 5.
City of Albuquerque statis.tics
were 5.53 attacks per 10,000
persons for the same time period.
Campus security does not
advocate students taking ''self·
defense'' . courses because of
·problems that might arise if an
attacker is confronted, Cox said.
Campus security is in fav.or Qf
s.tudents ' 1 using some common
sense precautions In traveling
'around ·campus/; he said. ·
. "We find tnost people get in
ttotible be~a,use 6f a feeling that;
like cancer, an assault is
something that will only happen
. to someone else,H he said.

John Perovich, vice president
for business .and finance, said
that no budget cuts were made in
administrative su}:lpart personnel
last. spring when some 17 to 18
faculty posts were cut from the
budget because of declining
attendence.
Support staff positions in the
budget were increased. slightly at
the same time the faculty cuts
were enacted, Perovich said. The
administrative branch did suffer
an overall cut in personnel
though, because CE'I'A-funded
staffers were cut from 165
pOsitions to 50, he said.

The . Senate endorsed · a enhance rather than <:onmete
proposal
supporting
the with the graduate cent;er.
establishment of a: UNM branch
A question was also raised as
at Los Alamos.
to whether it was proper to
Los Alamos is currently served .
appoint Regent Calvin Horn to a
by the Northern New Mexico
committee for a
Community College. and a UNM search
replacement
of Arts and Sciences
graduate study center.
Dea·n Nathaniel Wollman, who is
Asso.ciate Provost Alex
retiring in May.
· Sanchez told the Senate the city
would like to have a college
Provost McAllister Hull said
program geared more to courses the Board of Regents felt it was
· that would transfer to a four-year its responsibility to be involved
program, rather than those in any high-level administrative
normally offered through a search, and added that regents
'community college and said art . had been appointed to two other
undergraduate branch Would dean search committees recently,

-Arts and,Sciences tightens
admission, probation policies
with grade-point averages less than 2.0 were also
By Barbara Breed
admitted on probation. Students were given nine
Faculty members of the College of Arts and
.semesters to raise: their GPA s.
Sciences voted almost unanimously Monday to
institute a new admissions policy that will admit
Garcia said that "the idea behind this is to
only students with a grade-point average of 1/7 or
improve the quality of the students who are adhigher to the College and change the probation mitted to the College Of Arts and Sc1ences."
11
period for students whose grade·poinb average is
We have been by far the most liberal college in
less than 1. 7 .from nine semesters to three
the University in our admissions and probation
semester.s.
policy," said Garda. "We have<had a very loMe
The new policy also stipulates that students who
policy that has been passed down from dean: to
are placed on probation .must raise their cumulative
dean. This has been upsetting because the College
GPA to 2, 0 by the end of the third semester or they
of Arts and Sciences has beep considered the
1
wiH be suspended from the college for on:eyear,
dtimping ground' for students other colleges
Chris G~cia, associate dean. of the College of wouldn't take/'
Arts and Sciences, said in effect this means thift
Garcia said many of the faculty favored setting
students w'ho are suspended from the College of
the
standard of admiss1ons·to the college at 2.0
Arts and Sciences' will also be suspended from
instead
of 1.7. "I wouldn'.t b$ surprised if at some
other eotleges Within the University because other •
time
1n
the
near future it is<raised to 2.0," he said.
colleges will not admit students who have less than
.Garcia said that- last .month, in anticipation of
a2.o.
..
the
policy change, the College of Arts and Sciences ·
Garda said the new policy wiil .go into .effect
MO stUdents who have a GPA of less than
rtotHled
immediately.
a
i.
'1
of
.the
prdposed change.
Under the old policy the College of Arts and
Garda said last year 57.6 percent of all studentSciences admitted transfers from the University
credit hours taken at UNM were in the College of
College with GPAs between L7 and :to only on
Arts and Sciences.
probation. Transf~rs from other UNM colleges
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National Briefs
Iran requests
U.N. action
UNl1'ED
NATIONS
{UPl) -lran requested ali urgelit
meeting of the U.N. Security
Council Tu!l!•day over it~
diplomatic standoff with the
United States, charging t.hat
Washington's actions and
policies were threatening world
peace.
1'hll meeting would pose an
unprecedented question to the
world forum- whether to listen
to demands fr.om a country
holding diplomats hostage in
violation of international h!W.
Meanwhile in Washington, the
State Department said Tuesday a
primitive mail-phone com-

munication system ha.s been set
up between the 62 American
hostages in Tehran and their
fumilies in the United States for
humanitarian purposes.
The armngcment was made
several days ago through informal agreement by the Iranians
1wlding the hostages and the
Stllte O~partment, a department
spokesman Sl~id.

Police induct
gays in force
SAN
FRANCISCO
(UPl}-San Francisco inducted
its first group of admitted
homose~uals into the polict'l
departm~:mt Tuesday.
.
Nino women and 1.6 minority
race recrl.)its were also in theclass
of 50 cadets.

Mayor Dianne Feinstein swore
in the class ofpolice candidates,
declaring she hopes the end of a
lengthy civil rights courts battle
against · discrimination in the
police force will have "a major
impact on reducing crime."
Although the num.ber of
homoSel<Uals in the group was
not disclosed, the mayor sllid the
new class was assembled with
''intensive recruitment among
San Francisco's gay com::munitv."
Morgan said that among 200
police candidate~ scheduled to
start training in the next eight
months, there are 16 admitted
homosexuals, including seven
lesbians.
·

<)mergency medical service
technicians wearing bUllet· proof
bests dragged them to s!!fety.

Carter raises
Cambodia aid
WASHINGTON

(UPI)~ President

Youth shoots
3 policemen
SAN

Isolation tanks are light, sound, ond graviTY-free envirorments with 11 Inches of saturated saltwater mairr
talned at 95 degrees F. A state of profound mental and
physical relaxation Is induced. Deep mental and
. physical relaxa1ion has scientifically been proved to
enhance .learning and aid in the reduction of stress.
Sound Is available for isolation learning.

FLOAT TO RELAX
242-2095

1020 Lomds Blvd. NW Suite 4
12 Noon til Midnight - 7 days a week
SJO Hour- 20% Student Discount

Carter
Tuesday !luthorized. an additional
$6 million for the U, N. effort to
help
starving Cambodian
refugees !lnd ordered an airlift of
vegetable oils and special foods
for children to Thailand,
The president also said the
United States is prepared to send
ST.
PAUL,
Minn.
fork lift .lllachines and cranes to
facilitate the handling aild
(UP.Il- Four Iranian students
arrested in an alleged plot to
distribution of. food and medical
kidnap Minnesota Governor
supplies at the Cambodian ports
of Kompong Son and. Phnom Albert Quie were released
Penh.
Tuesday for Jack of ev.idence.
Ramsey Col!llty·Attorney Tom
Carter announced the moyes
after First Lady Rosalynn Carter Foley said there was .s~fficient
reported earlier in the day on the evidence to arrest the students
suffering and starvation she but ''not enough to charge them
1ouncna~t weeK during her two .. at this time.'L He said the ~asedays among Cambodian refugees
will remain open .and law enin Thai refugee camps.
forcement officers are "following
up on various leads.".
He denied there was any overreaction in the arrest of the four
Iranians and a Sudanese student
from Mankato State University
Friday during a reception for
MOLINO,
Fla.
international students at the
(UPI)~Oemolition
experts
gov(Jrnor's mansion.
debated the advisability Tuesday
The Sudanese student, Antoun
of blowing the ends out of three
Stamboulieh,
was released
derailed propane railroad tank
Saturday
because
police said
cars to allow the propane to go up
they could not .connect him with
in a harmless gush of flame.
the alleged plot.
"If everything goes right there
The four Iranians were Honnoz
won't be much of an explosion. If
Asadi, 31, Ha<;ly Heidary, $5,
everything goes wrong there
Feraidoon Ghodoosi, 29, and
could be one hell of an e>t•
)dohammadNoori, 34.
nlosion," said Bob Wilkerson,

Iranians free
after arrests

ANTONIO. Texas
of two young men
stopped Tuesday on a routine
traffic check while riding a
. bi9.YC!il . near a high . school
barricaded himself in -a -house and·
opened fire with a pistol,
wounding three policmen.
The first officer, identified as
Mil<e Young, was shot after he
attempted to stop .the two riding
on a lO,speed bicycle, according
to police radio broadcasts. He
was wounded in the leg and
shoulder and was rushed to
Bexar County Hospital where he
W!IS in fair condition.
"'
Two other officers were shot
shortly before noon as police
surrounded the house where at
least one of the suspects sought
refuge and fired at his pursuers
with a pistol,
The two officers shot outside
the house were pinned down until
(UPl)~One

THE ULTIMATE TOOL FOR
PROFOUND RELAXATION & LEARNING

The $55· Haircut

chief of the Florida Oivis.ion of
Disaster Preparedness.
About 120 families, evacu11ted
from their home after a Louisville
& Nashville Railroad train
derailed early Sunday, awaited
the decision. Officials said there
were no reports of looting in the
21-square-mile evacuated area,
but homeowners were tense and
uneasy durilig. their third day
away from home.
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Experts may
explode cars
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Dancing
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these artists and their

complete catalogue
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Fleetwood Mv.c -Tusk
Waylon Jennings. •
What Goes Around Comes Around
Kool and the Gang. Ladies Night
Police · Reggatta de Blanc
Joe Jackson · I'm The Man
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soc

J
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Soaring
High

Dancing
Slow
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It's not for j~st anyone. But if you careabout your lo~~s, wethink vou'li'find it's just for you. The $55 Haircut.
CreatedbyJ1m Markham forfhe top Hollywoo~ Celebnheswhosehair he cuts. And now it's available to you. Right
here. For a whole lo~ less than $55. Along w1th the products designed to enable your hair to perform its natural
best. Call for an appomtmenl now.

The $55 haircut is available fdr $14.00

You've tried all the restnow try the best.

.,

Budget Tapes & Records
2222 Central S.E.
M· Th ten to ten

'!

·' i,

Unisex Hair design Centre

25"5-0166

.Fri, Sat ten to..midnight
Sun noon to six

255-2225
Feeling Low

We've Got
Your Song

.l

Bring your
5tudentiD

andgeta
10% discount

7804 Central SE • between Wyoming and Louisiana
il

- ,~-~i-__ ,
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Fast slated to aid Law aimed at pottery looting \
anti-fa~ine fight

Editorial
DOONESBURY
by Garry Trudeau

Kennedy's ability overrated
l.n the b!'!glnning, God begat the
Kennedy clan. From the Kanneoy
clun came three wise men,
John, the first •. was hailed as a
prophet whose mission in life was
to lead a. once great nation to an
unsurpassed glory. John was
eventually crucified.
Robert, the second, was
crucif1ed before he could have
influence on the destiny of this
nation
The last is now bid as our
saviour, the god-like personage
here to save us from that evil and
inept man from the south.
Ted Is the name given to the new

messiah. Editors and reporters alike
praise him because he makes 1or
good copy.
He his'accused by his d€ltractors
of being a knee-jerking liberal,
undeserving of our trust. But how
can this be so? After all, he has
promised to lead our nation the
same Wf).Y his opponent has
promised.
Why should this man Ted be any
different from any president who
has been In office during this
decade? Some say he has
charisma, Jimmy Carter had
charisma when he ran for office
four years ago.

Granted, Ted may not bump into
walls or fall down when chewing
bubble gum. He may not obstruct
justice if elected as another one of
his predesesors did.
The main difference between the
two men is in the way they speak.
Ted speaks in a tone forceful
enough to frighten whoever the.
enemy may be. Jimmy couldn't
scare a drunk first·graoer.
On the issues, slight differences
on the way the same program
should be administered has kept
the two men from being political
allies. The differences has actually
made the ideological "gap" even

Jerry Brown, though a candidate, will probably run a poor
third, unless he should change his
mind and go to the Republican
side.

I:
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Letters

'

problems besides reducing gas
consumption and pollution.
One senator suggested that more
Editor:
carpooling would solve these
I write to express my concern problems. This may work for
over the ASUNM Steering University staff, but would not be
Committee's fejection of a plan to used widely by students. Class
encourage student use of city schedules are invarianly irregular,
biJ$es, While commuting by bus Is ending early in the afternoon one
a convenient habit, there is an. initial day,. then runhing til late night the
investment that includes not only next. Any plan to match iiders must
money, but the ordeal of deter- consider not only destination, but
mining the best route and adjusting coincioing schedules. If carpooling
to Sun·Tran's schedule. A well- is not widely adopted by students, I
organized
campaign
plus suggest this is why.
An expanded bus schedule,
studentstaff rate reductions might
succeed In motivating some to along with further incentives to use
make tl1e investment and, as we all Sun•Tran, is more likely to invoke a
know, increased bus use could only widespread student response.
-Charles Reith
serve to ease local parking

More bus service

. I

The per capita. income of most
third-world families is betw9€ln
$50 a.nd $200 a year, according to
Oxfam-America, a world famine
relief organization.
And that is why they are
sponsoring Fast for a World
Harvest Day today and Thur·
sday at UNM in conjunction with
Urriv'ersity religious groups and
the Coalition to Help Ease World
Starvation, ·
a
student
organization.
Old'am is requesting that
participants go without food for
24 hours and contribute the
money saved from not eating to
Oxfam or a similar organization.
The money will be used in
assisting developing countries to
become self-sufficient.
The UNM version of the
Oxfam fast day begins tonight
with a movie on efforts to copa
with world famine and a liturgy
at the N ewrnan Center. lt will
end Thursday night with .a
· "Trunger banquet," also at the
Newman Center.
. One coordin~tor of the
University
fast,
Barbara
Peterson. said the hunger
banquet is a new addition to the
annual fast. Participants at the
b'anquet will. be randomly divided
into groups. One group will
consist of 6 percent of the crowd
·and will be served a full course
dinner. The other groups will not
be so lucky.
Of the remaining majority at
the banquet, 33. percent will be
served a bowl of rice with meat
sauce and. 61 percent will d.ine on
a small bowl of rice with wate"
· Peterson said Oxfam sponsors
the annual.flist·day to dramatize
the hunger many people experience every day, perhaps for
their whole lives, and to raise
money for ·seJf.help projects in
·
eoinitries.

more dra.niatic.
Kennedy and Carter threaten to
split the Democratic party more
than Ford and Reagan split the
Republican party in the 1976
primaries.

No man can do it all. And
Kennedy, like Carter, is only a man.
Kennedy's ability has been grossly
overrated, as has Carter's inept•
ness.
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R~~"' •r<: s A G- r l:eCI.'t
De"l of

Sol.(l~

'5 e 4 Y' c. h r 1J d . H04Y" S.

of /VIrrvd-Wratk,
ThouJh-r to
Reac~ A

and number of members, a brief
bistory. lac1iviti€ls ancl ynderg ra·d uate participation)., a
Editor:
complete financial report bf the
The ASUNM Senate has recently previous year including all selfcreated a new law which will affect gentlrated funds and . copies of
all ASUNM organizations that wish purchase requisitions.
to receive ASU NM funding in the
The Senate secretary wili collect
future.
and. file this information.
The new law states lhat any
To insure an organized process
entitiy which is to submit an of analysis, the finance committee
ASUNM appropriation bill must will develop a standardized form of
simultaneously submit a com- criteria to be used by all entities.
prehensive analysis of the
Any questions regarding this may
respective entity. Failure to do so be directed to my office or to the
will void the appropriation. In no Senate Finance Committee.
instance will there be any ex·
-Jim Anaya
ception.
-ASUNM Vice President
The analysis must include the
following criteria: purpose, goals
Editor:
YilE JAMES AR
Nov. 12-16 has been design;1ted
Campus Awareness Week. Alpha
Phi Omega Service FraternitY and
Yo~t
ASUNM are making a concert11d
Der::.1de effort to make the UNM community
aware of the need to keep the
Wh~t.ht>r Ylll.t're
campus clean. There will be. a
cleanup rally Wednesday at noon
Ge.t
on'the mall, Please help us. Throw
your trash in receptacles or the
(.q ,_) C:: e r
0 f'
recycling bins soon to be provided
m•{J..~seyr.o..
by F'IRG •. If you know of a place
that needs a trash can tell us. Come
{) Jd
e
to the rally Wednesday and help us
with our effort to beautify UNM.
-Barbara Bruin

Group Juoding .. law

1!

Campus cleanup

G.oiN}

E
Yo~·r

ro

81/T

W6JIJ5T
fOI/NO
IT!

The Fast for a World Harvest
began in 197 4 and Js held on the
Thursday before Thanksgiving.
Oxfam reports that last year
more than 1 ,200 .groups par·
tidpated nationally ·in the fast
and donated more than $160,000
to Oxfam for its aid programs.
Among the groups to be helped
through this year's fas~ are tbe
boat; people of Soucheast Asia,
refugees in Cambodia and
Southern Africa, fam1ers .in Peru
and Upper Volta, craft workers in
·ranzania, rural women in Bolivia
and village people in Sri Lanka.
The goal fo~< this year's fast is
$200,000.
F{)r more information on the
fast and Oxfam, contact Peterson
at Canterbury Chapel, 247-2515.

.A 11\?W archaeological resources protection law
just si&'IJ.ed by President Carter should have u
significant impact on the amount of commercial
looting of pottery artd other artifacts from sites in
New Mex.ico and the entire Southwest, according
toll University professor..
Steven LeBlanc, a research professor of an·
thropology and resenr.ch curator for the Maxwell
Museum of Anthropology, aided New Mexico Sen.
Pete D.omenici and Arizona Congrl.1ssman Morris
Udall in formulating the new law, which contains
stiff civil and crhninal penalties for illegal ex·
cavation and removal of archaeological resources.
LeBlanc is also director of the Mimbres
Foundation, an organization that has boon invalved in excavation and preservation of archaeological sites in the Mimbres Valley of south·
western New Mexico. The area is where commercial
pottery hunters have destroyed major sites
through bulldozing and other means.

·\~\ N-\1 Ell;'dltlm- Votc-tulb.y.
(;nr' noht•rmutt 1111d Hl"i !(l.'~;~•nl Wnrb .... G;uy
Dohcrman in pct.;on ntthtSUU 'fllet~l~r-tonighl at8.
o\'"an•m·~" .lht\ .... ror I)i~abkd on Ca1flpll5, tc!drly. a
a.m,·4· p.m. l)l~l.:illiSi~'% I;!. . !' p.m., in Mfih bilflrpom

SPECIAL SALE

or SUA.

Ft1·Hdi:m. ~t.11!1 ..... ~nnrur:l RQll will SrfOik w~ay. J
p.Jn., fn Fine Arlli-C't:nler, Room tOW.
Vt•n·,h.,lou Emcmlih' - with John Bergamo and
Roby1i S~·ulkodd. To!ll&tJI-in ~ellcr Hall11l ~1!15.
1\:IJIJ'a ~~~~ I·;11'Uu11 - Mnlh l1o~or ~odc1y. W!L meet
lllni~llt -al7:30in Uumanilies Huildlng, Room44D.
I~Ht(;-

CENTURY
HEADPHONE

noard urDirctlon meet'! today. 4:30 Jl.m••

in.';UB,·Ronm2SO"'. All inlcrcr;tel:l'iludcnli>invlrcd.
f\T"iM - 12::30 p.m.·A -Ltmcheon STlcc of litft:Ji'•
maliOf'l: C'riiMb(ltHa: Arc \1/c Too l.atc2 .Lh•c. nnd
Lot'al (h:runl

Faml:.a~l

S9.95

·

.- 7 p.rn. Hon1cCooldn' (13luc~)
Clmn1w rh~ Wnrld; II 1\.;ccd., II - An e\·enillg or
Orcchl ..,ong~~·mlt~k byKtit1 Wcil1101d Hann~ l?.ish:r.
PcrfNtnt:d b:y ina WiUkh. We~t U~tlin i!.<:UCS$ and
N!l'v, l5-, 8~15 .p,m. Spom;t1red b>•Jhc
Coiii_Nlf;,tiH' Lircrntute: Ptosr3m and tflc Mu~il:
[)cpntl111CJ11. Tkkct ~ $J.S0, ~wdcnts and ratuhy, S3,
'rtl~;cr. Thuro;.~

ttc:ncra1 ndmr~~on.
W:r~nlt \\'lm;oh .~. Square .OI!nce Club .mcch Thurs..
N11\J. 1~. ?·:m p.m .. in Slm. north ballroom. No

f1•)!ll1l'r ntt:C\\tuy. ('aU 344·3949 tor furtht:r in·
TOTilldltl,rt.

"ln'1 .'\il~hi·ha,·in" - Broadway mu~knl hlf 'fhur.~ .•

No\.-.,,, 8~1.tp.m..~
tor information.

ai.Popej~y

HaU.

c~at12?7.JJ-ll
30~5-CEN'rRALNE

ll:lrHtrll '\mhmul l\lmlti l'nih·d Naliun.. - io .bi!:
1980. AJ1plittttiart~ tHiW beingnc«ptt'd for
t:'nll 217·5104 or scop by Onega Holl 307
fur rnnhN' iilfotin_tt!IOil·,

265-792111

l1~ld t:cb.,
dck~lllc\,

LEON RUSSELL

In.

A

With

THE NEW GRASS REVIVAL BAND

;·

l-tl¢ Ni-W Mulce Dflt)' .Labti. is- publhhCd
MOfHJay fhi'ou.~h J.'tida~ every regular week ot
the. Urliver)it~ ~ar, •·.ce~lt£- tlorir.g- dosed and
finals wc:eJs. and w·eckly .ntting 1he summer

..
.:'
·-

session b}' dte bol'lrd of Student PUblicarioru- of .

or

tlle -University
New Mt;~li!~·- iln~ i~ no!
financially tt$5Gdri.led wilh UNM. Seccand .elMs
posuge ·paid a1- A1bl!qtu:tque~ New Mexko
87131. Subsc:rlp!iQn- jalc: i.!l SIO.OO 'for ·1he

~'

~"··.
...

at the

nc.ademlt: ye<lr.
ih( opinion11 e~pre.s:sed o·n, the «<itoriaJ pages
c;ftl\CUally Lobn are tlios_e·'Of the ~utho,r so1<::1y.
O;;signed ~plnlotlls that dfthe CdliOtinf board or
!he· Oally LObo. Nothing ·prtnttd_ in the· Dally
t.ObO" M~C:~t.arily teprt:.~Cnts 1hC VftWs o(

"'rhl' mall! rouson.fol' the new law is to replace
tho l!l06 antiquities act which was so vague tlw:t it
wua r('CcnLly declared um•onstitut.lonul by a federal
judge in Arb:oM;" I,eB!unc said. "The penalties
provided for by the old law needed modernizing."
He said th'-' new law dt>filws archaeological
rl'soure<•s as "any m!\tNlnl rc.mains uf past hmnan
lifr or nctiviti~A which atl' of nrchaeologienl in·
terPsL"
Among tlw mnt.Qrials speeifknlly sit.<•d in th1•lnw
are pottery. baskPLry, bottles, weapons, wPapon
proj!'ctil1•s, tools stnwtun•a or portions of stru<'·
tun's. pit, hous(•S, roek paintings and earvingH,
gravPs, humtm skclet.al materials or "any pot·tion
orpit>el'" of those it1•ms.
Specifically excluded fmm lhe law are paleon·
tologimd itl•ms. J,eBlanc said paltoolll-ologists were
invited to join in drafting lhe bill bnt Ul('v dedd('(l
to s~ek a separate law to covl'r nonf<mslliz;d and
fossilized paleontological specimens.
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Contingency plan
made for Iranians
UN M administrators 'rues day
drew up a contmgency plan for
Lha safoty of UNM Iranian
stud~nts in case the Americans
eurrently held hostage in Tehran
am massacred, said Anthony
llillrnnan, executive assistant to
tlw prPsident.
'rhe plan is intended to proted
Irunian students here · froJ;D
possihl!l retaliation against them
if !.lw 62 Am~riean hostages at
thP lJ .8. embassy arc harmed or
killt>tl.
HiiiPrmnn said the UNM
Pnlit•t• Doparlment has the names
and addrrsses of all Iranian
stud<>nts. If the American
hostag<'S ure harmed, the plan
recommends
that Itanian
st,udmts here remain at ut their
homes, who~her on or off campus.

If they are threutened or attacked
pJ home t;hey are to call the
University police and a UPD or
Albuquerque Police Department
unit will he sent .immediately.
,Jess Price, director of the
UNM Office of Public Information, said those present at the
meeting included himself;
Ilillerman; Clark Calahan,
associate director of intern11.tional
programs and services; Ted
Marlinez, assistant to the ad·
ministrative vice president and
UPD Captain Alex Roybal.
''We just wanted them (the
Iranian students) to think that
somebody is worrying abo11t ,
them," Hi!lerman said. ".Ours are
serious students with excellent Kathy Mantei/ casts her ballot Tuesday for ASUNM senate candidates while Sena.tor David
records. They should have the Lauer looks on. Thf1 voting will continue through today. (Photo by John Che~dwick)
same rights as any other
students."
,J cas Price said this plan was
not prompted by any threats or
insults to Iranian students.
The Whistle-Stop Program, setting a date for a
Members of the committee will also assign
He said this is a "what if" seminar on rape and a rally for monl lighting on people to work on the group's WhistJe,Stop
concern. "We have had no in- campus will be topics of discussion today at a
Program. The program involves selling police
dication that anything would meeting ofUNM's Committee Against Rape.
whistles to students with the idea that a student
happen," Price Said.
'!'he committee, formed after four sexual assualts
must blow the whistle when he or she is faced with

CAR to consider seminar, lighting

I
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received $1,500 from the
ASUNM Senate last week to initiate the program.
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group will consider sponsoring a seminar on the
C1;111Y said the committee will also consider
_s_r_c_ho_lo_g_y_o~f_ra_p_ea_n_d_m_a_y_s_et_a~d_a_te_f_or_i_t·--~-h_o_Id-in_g_a_r_ai_ly_f_o_rb_e_tt_er~l-ig_h_ti_ng_._on_c_a_m_p_us_·. _ _
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We Offer:
o Savings Accounts Earn interest of 51/4%
compounded daily - paid
monthly
• loans
• Certificates of Deposit
• Notary Service
• Drive-Up Banking
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Come by for a special student dis- does after five minutes.
co,unt card. It's good for a whole year,
A precision haircut with. shampoo
and entitles you to 10%off any Com- and blow-dry costs just $14.00 for
mand Performance service. lnclud• guys or gals, less 10% of course. We
ing our precision haircut.
.
also offer permanent waves, colorPrecision haircutting is our tech- ing, frosting and conditioning. No
nique for cutting the hairinharmony appointment needed, just come in.
with the way itgrows. Seas it grows it
Take advantage of our offer, it's
doesn't lose its shape. Your haircut
wi 11 look as good after five days as it precisely what you need.

. .;

Ski New Mexico
B-5 Skiing for credit
B-8" Taos: the ultimate in the state
B-7· The cost of skiing
B-11 UNM basketball .:..... preview '79

8·2

Command .Perl:_o_r_m
......_a_n_ee•.. ~®
Sierra Vista Shopping Center
Montgomery and Eubank

298-9521

Mon.-Fr19-9
~nJ, !)..13

Arrowhead Square
S:tn Mateo and Zuni

266-2949

J

~
. _,,

B-12

·Kathy Marpe:
a.subdued approach
8~14
Norrn Ellenberger: the
. genuine Stormin Norman
B-15 & 16 The new faces in Lobo track

'-
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vart ty fslop s

Wlue
By Donald Burlnson
Nr•w Mt'Xi!'O i•l iort.unatP to huv1• a wide

Tlu•J'<' an• 24 miles of runs - 35 percent
novic{•, 47 f>Hl'Cl•nt intermadiatt• and 18
pPr!'rmt expert. Lift tickets are $12 per

st•lt•<·lion uf winlPr H.ki artlUS tu aCt 0ll')odatP
t ],,. UPP!I" of PYPryon~ from tlw hl'!dnner to
1

th1• Olympir· rutnr. 1'hr• Land of
Enrhuntmrmt fmtures 11 (•ompll>te·
l'f'S!ll'LS!
'l'uos Ski V ulley is tht• most famou~ New
Mnxiro sld r~sort, and attracts skiers from
ull ovPr the world with truly challenging
Hlopos. Morr• than one-half of Taos' ski
run.q arc for experts and the rest are split
bPLween lmginning and intermediate.
Rlopos. 'l'aos features 61 slop.es and s.ix
double chairlifts which can handle over
fi,OOO sl>iers an hour, meaning that Taos
skirrs seldom face lift Jines, 'l'aos also
i'cl;Pivcs more than aoo inches of snow
yea.rly, and has an altitudo of 11,819 ft. at
thtl top of the chairlift. Motel ac·
comodations in Tnos average $45 per
night, and lift tickets are $13.
Suntl1 l"e Sid 13nsin, located 15 miles
norlhf>as.t of Santa Fe, offers a wide
vnriPty of slopes, Santa I•'e has three
l'Xpl•rt runs and cluiHenging intermediate
runs. The lower runs are perfect for the
lwginner with .two miles of smooth, wide
slopes. Santa Fe has two double chairlifts
and three poma lifts, with a mid•mountain
n·staurant; and bar. Lift capacity is 4,400
JWf hour. Lift tickets run $11 and rooms in

For the skier who would
prefer to hit the slolJes outside
of New Mexico, Purgatory's
offers 42 trails. on 450
sprawling acresc. Located 25
miles north of Durango, Colo .
on U.S. I:lighway 550,
Purgatory offers. an annual
average snow fal) of 300 in·
ches. Intermediate slopes
comprise
one-half
of
Purgatory's trails. The four
double chairlifts can accomodate 4,200 skiers per
hour. All-day lift tickets are
$12 for adults ;md .$5 for
c)lildren 12 and under.

1111

day.
Red River, 12 miles east of Questa,
offprs four chairlifts and two tows to
accomodate 5,300 skiers per hour. Red
River's suowmaking system accents
natural snow .accumula~ion from the foot
of the 33 slopes to the summit of the
mountain, at an elevation of 10,274.
About half of the trails are for the in·
termediate skier, with 35 percent for the
beginner and 20 for the skiing ace.
Sierra Blunca, 12 miles northwest or
Ruidoso, offers four chairs, two tows, and
one poma to carry 6,300 skiers per hour.
Twenty percent of the snow on the 25
slopes is man·made. Beginning and in·
termediate skiers have a large clloice of
slopes. About 20 percent of the slopes are
for advanced sltiers.
Powder Puf(, one· half mile west of Red
River, is a good place for those who want
to leam to skL The five ski lifts can carry
l\,000 skiers per hour. Total snowmaking
insures good snow t.hroughout the season.
Ninety percent of the slopes are of
beginner and intermediate level.
Los Alamos, a 15-20 minute drive from
Los Alamos, is often referred to as Taos
on a smaller scale. This down-home,

Santa Fe average $25 per night.
Albuquer.que's Sandin Peak Ski Area
has 24 trails, 80 percent for intermediates.
Sandia's two c)lairlifts and three poma
lifts can handle 2,600 skiers an hour,
Sandia usually opens in January and
remains open until late March. The Peak
offers a discount to UNM students who
enroll in. ski classes through UNM's P.E.
Department. Students can purchase a
season pass at Sandia (weekdays only) for
$50. which is less than one·third the cost
to the general public. Sandia Peak can be
reached by the Sandia Peak Tramway,
which offers a sp,fctachlar view oftlie city.
Lift tickets are$11 daily.
·
Angel l"ire, 12 miles s.outh of Eagle's
Nest, has added three new chairlifts and
now can accomodnte 8,000 skiers per hour,

By Robert S!lllchez
Proudly, you adjust the bindings begun until the lute nineteenth
Pull your beanie down ov.er on your light mountaineering century when methods of holding
your ears and hug your wool skis.
the boot heel to the ski were
sweater tighter around your
developed
for more control in
Cross-country skiing is one of
bor;ly. Twist aro\lndtolook at th!l the fastest growing SJlOfts in. handling steep slopes).
steep trail you are .climbing, Ah, Amei'ica today, and it is also one
The modern world has
the thrill of victory. But every of the oldest, 'l'he Nordic people developed thre<; types .of crossmuscle in your body feels like it had already been conquering country skiing: ski racing, ski
was just ·been hit by a hot ste!lm their :own wild wintery lanr;l for touring and ski mountf!ineer!ng,
Hacing skis are light, thin and
roller. Suddenly you realize Why 3,000 y!!ars, using skis to do so,
cross·country skiing has been Therefore, cross-country skiing is fr11gile·built for speed. The
labled the second most strenuous referred to as Nordic skiing, touring skis are just a little
sport by Sports l/lustrated. (Alpine, or slalom skiing was not thiCker ()nd stronger. This is the
most popular type of Nordic
skiing - going out for a day to
have fun.Ski mountaineering is a
little more stret1uous und
therefore the skis are heavier,
thicker and stronger than the
rest, (but still light compared to
alpine Skis). The tr!lnd in Nordic
skiing seems to be torward
fiberglass, for lighter and longer·
lasting skis,
Ski touring can be done by
anybody almost anywhere, from
_one's own backyard to high·
mountain meadows: According
to f'm.~.~·f'ou nl ry Sh iing, an
annual magazine, the most
popular and highly .recommended
pla~es
to go are Kiwanis
Meadows, (a trail from Sandia
crest), J l)mez YCC camp road,
Santa Fe Ski Basin, (Winsor trail
254), Jemez Falls Trail, Valley
Grande, (private hmd), Taos Ski
Valley, hiking trails, meadows
and unploughed roads at
:~
·, ' .
Ruidoso, Mount Taylor, Cibola
.. ,·
National Forest, Eagle Nest and
Carson Nationa! Forest.
"If you can walk, you can ski,"
Cross-country skiing is rapidly becoming one ofAm(Jrica's favorite winter sports ;:Jnd can be
says Richard Chan'on at Sandia
donejust <~bout <Jnywhere, without the hassles of waiting lines.

l.

l

l

seldom crowded resort, offers two
chairlifts and one t· bar, Fifty percent of
the runs are at the intermediate leveL
Uuidoso, two miles northwest of
Ruidoso, offers nighttime skiing Thur·
sday tlirough Sunday, About 75. percent
of the snow on the six trails is man-made.
Eighty-five percent of the trails are at the
beginner and intermediate level.
Sipapu, 25 miles .south of Taos, offers
three lifts for a capacity of 1, 900 skiers per
hour. Sixty percent of the 14 trails are for
the intermediate skier.
Ski Cloudcroft, three miles outside of
Cloudcroft, offers- 16 trails of all skill
levels. The two tows and two t· bars can
accomodate l ,000 skiers per hour. Eighty
percent of the snow is man·made.
Cloudcroft also offers skiing for the blind.

SANDIA PEAK SKI BEAR
"SEZ"
'

Anniversary

"GO FOR IT"

30th Sale!

I
(

BUY
SEASON SKI & TRAM TICKETS

NOW

Three minute warning from

;~~

AD-6700 With
RG-100 Wireless
Remote Control

Mountain Outfitters, a .local
sports stor(l dealing in cross·
country skiing equipment.
Nordic skiing initially is easy to
learn "nlthough you might feel
clumsy nnd off bul;mce at first.
But most people get the hnng of
it theirfirst day," he said,
Howevet·, expert turns like the
Telemark, are much !larder to
learn. and will require some time
and practice.
There are many benefits to
Nordic skiing as compared to
Alpine skiing. gquipmM~ is
cheaper, th~rc is no lift-ticltet
cost, one cnn go almost anywhere
with friends with 110 lines of
people and no waiting. '!'hare are
moonlight and backpacking
siding, and skiers can takl> their
time, setting thtlir own pac~.
Many doctor.s now prescribe
jogging during the sumnwr and
cross·country ski during the
winter.
_ There nrc a!wnya a few helpful
hints to rlm1embor:- never
alone, rnako sure you have proper
e.quipment and. appropriate
clothing, (especially for over·
night 'trips), and caution is the
main word, Nordic skiing can be
safe, clean and fun.
Having adjusted your bin·
dings, you Cake a deep breath and
eye with sheer joy your
wilderness kingdom with its
overflowing sparkling valleys
and smothered, blanketed
mountains, Your hoad bows
forward and you follow your
partner slowly along the stoop
trail towards the top.

skr

Feel alive again!

Rates Reduced Until November 30th
Early Snow Makes Season Passes an
ExceptiOnal Bargain This Year

®

Cross-country sklers avoid lines

Try cross-country.

Student Rates
(tu II time students)

I.,

Christmas Gift Certificates Also Available
Excellent Stocking Stufters

Holiday Ski Packages.

SANDIA PEAK SKI COMPANY

Package No. 1 ...•..•.••.... S99.00

No. 10 Tramway Loop N E

Karhu Lahti Ski
Haugen Appalachia Boots
Popular Poles
Hottefella or Troll Bindings

TO ORDER CALL OUR OFFICE· PHONE296·9585

Package No. 2 . . . . . . . . . • . • . Sl 04.00
Karhu Lahti "M'' Ski (No wax)
Haugen Appalachia Boots
Popular Poles
Rottefella or Troll Bindings

Special Sale
AIWAdecks
from $175

Package No. 3 •.••.••.••••. $118.00

AD-1260

Fischer Europa G.lass Ski
Haugen Appalachia Boots
Popu far Poles
Rottefella or Troll Bindings

All quality top brands
Biggest sale in 30 years

Tuesd.ey Night

Package·N·o. 4. . . . . . . .. .· . • .· . .· s. 125. 0 0

SHOT NIGHT • 2 for 1 ALL night

Haugen Appiilachia Boots
Popular Poles . ~
Rotlelella or Troll Bin4ings

.,

·

Wednesday Night

Mounting and hot wax $5._00

25¢ • rum& coke • short beers • 8 ~lOp.m.

Hi-Fi House
3011 Monte VIsta NE
Near Glrlltd iliid central
(Just east of UNM)

DANCE ALL NIGHT WiTH

1

TI.PPET

:j

I

l
)

GREAT LUNCHES 'tOO!
. ·':

.

.

•.

TrakRaUye.Ski(Nowa~)

:

•'

6307 Menaul N.. E.

881-5223

Slorit Hot•rs
9:30'&.00 Mon·lhi!rs,
9:30·B::lor,;d<iy
9.00'•5:30 S11turday
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Mountaineers shift life 90 degrees
By Stacie Knublc
As with muny students caught up in tb!l
mir<> of studies nlld the web of routiM, you
may be y!'arning for change - perhaps
l'v<m a !l60·dcgreo transformation. If
Thanksgiving reecss doesn't turn you
"nround", one campus-based organization·
may IH' ablP to help. or at least Btart you
off in a difft•rt'nt direction.
"Yom whollllif!l is shifted 90·degrees,"
<:uys St.<•ve Schum. "You spend your life in
t.Jw horiwntnl, and suddenly you must
nrlr•nL yourself to tlm vertical."
As vko-presidon~ of UNM's Moun·
tnin<'t•ring Club, Schum's orientation is
toward rod>-climbing, one of many varied
t'lllh llt'tiVJtiPS.

And ultho!lgh mountaineering may not
always be "life-c.P,anging", it is, apparently, a sort of liberating release for
nearly 100 club members. Schum says, "I
just feel complete when l climb, and I
don't know many students who feel
'<•ompletc' doing homework."
With New Mexico's "perfect"
wilderness at its disposal, says Schum,
the club hosts· activities year. round,
including back-packing, cross-country
snow-shoeing,
ice-climbing,
skiing,
desert-hiking and camping, and rafting.
Teaching clinics are often offered in these
ureas. and the club welcomes novices.
Keeping the cnvirollment perfect is one
of the Mountaineers' major aims, says

Sldcrs
~~ }i(j) l"<I:SS

GRAl\TD OPENING
NOV 24 & 25 li~cc
9

b~.-

Pre.~ldent Clark Gray. The group con·
cent-rates on environmental iss11es ranging
from t)m preservation of the Sandia
wilderness to the national 'Save the
Whales' movement.
When tbe pressures of politics overwhelm, however, club members can oc- ·
casionaily he found "relaxing" on the
sides of mountains like Oriz11ba and
Popocatepetl in Mexico, two of the largest
in North Americ!l. The Mountaineers have
also sponsored trips to ~ka a.nd South
America.
·
With women comprising almost one·
third of the club's membership, moUil·
taineering is not reserved for "macho"
types, Refreshingly, its emphasis is not

Taos Ski Valley
1·cttu1i
same day

t.soo
plus tux

per person
round trip

CALL 255-l.60S 5~~
tllpi11e.
·~,

,rolllot huLs

528 San.Mateo SE Albuquerque, Nl\1 87108

The Mountaineering Club's emphasis,
Schum says, can be found instead in the
sport's
'bible',
Motmtaine!'ring:ThP
Pr<'<'tlmn of the• [{ills: "Walk .in any
direction and taste the freedom of the
mountaineer." Schum explains, "If
you've received all the training (survival
tl?Chniques, etc.), you can technically go
anywhere in the world.''
For those interested in "tasting the
freedom", the Mountaineering Club's
office is 1060 Mesa Vista Hall.

Hiking, camping and sleeping

fn snoVV 'ultimate' experience
By James Chavez

Siders Exttress Se.-'Vi~<~:
to I,cgcndaJ.•y

on winning or losing. Schum notes, ''If
you get backed off a mountain., you've ;;till
had a definite experience."

Wht>n winter storms isolate Northern New
Mexico's mountains, some take advalltage of the
wintery nights by sharing in nature's serenity.
Perhaps the thought of sleeping in snowy, zerodegree weather .does llOt appeal to most, but for the
adventuresome snow camping is the ultimate
experience.
Snow camping is not a sport that onelearns by
instinct. Deductive reasoning will not tell one how
to build a snow cave, or when to dig into a Storm or
hike out. Training, good equipment and excellent
conditioning are the keys.
Snow camping is done with snow shoes or cross·
country skies. Warm clothing, sqch as wool socks,
caps, and shirts that insulate even when wet, are
essential. A good down jacket is a must. A lowtemperature-rated sleeping bag and, above all, a
timberline tent, willl;teep one as warm as toast,
'I'here are specially designed stoves for cooking
in sub-freezing weather, Down booties can be wom
to keep feet warm while boots are drying. Clothing

and bags must be waterproofed,
Eq11ipment does not license a snow camper.
Knowledge and skills are needed to use the
equipment. A snow storm could strand you for a
week, so you must be prepared for it. Knowing first
aid and being able to recognize hypothermia, frost
bite and other cold-weather afflictions should be
second nature. Extensive planning could save
your life.
Snow camping is physically exerting. Crosscountry skiirlg with a SO-pound pack requires
balance and stamina. If you have to hike out of ten·
foot drifts, be sure your body can take it.
Your will and mental stamina. ate also taxed to
the brink. To want to penetrate nature's willter
layers and experience the solitude and satisfaction
of habitatio_n in the severest Of conditions, makes
the snow camper. For those few, words are Un·
worthy of rewards,
. Winter Wildernesos E11perie_nces, taught by Ski
Coach Klaus Weber, offers skills in winter cam·
ping. The class carries two credit bouts.

UNM ski classes instruct at all levels
By Robert Snn~hez
UNM will continue to offer
special courses In skiing this
spring, A course for beginner
skiers is offered dl)ring the spring
semester, with instruction on the
slopes. The Theory and Practice
of Skiing is held every fall
semester for skiers with a
proficient skiing background.
The Theory and Practice of
Skiing course is designed only for
alpine skiers who have been
skiing for some time. It is held
t.hi"ee times a week through the
first semester and half n day,
once a week for the first· eight
weeks of the second semester,
The course encompasses the
history of skiing, dry land
trl!ining, equipment use, design,
care and maintenance, safety ;~nd
techniques. It will be taught in
the classroom (lectures, movies,
demonstrations) with several

boo.ks, plus field or lab Prllcticed
application, The lab will provide
the
practkal
experience
necessary for ski instruction .
This course is worth three
credit hours and an additional
two credit ho11rs for ski instructi.on.
The
students
graduating from this course will
instruct the class given on skiing
during the second semester for
beginning skiers,
The beginning class will meet
once a week at Sandia Pe;~k,
north ·of the ski lift, It is for those
with litti\l or no background in
skiing. This will also be a graded
class, but to receive credit, one
must attend seven out of eight
classes. The olass will receive
Special discount rates on ski lift
tickets and tram tickets (if they
wish to ride the tram). The prices
will be $52 and $32 respectively.
Students must provide their own

ski eq\lipment, which can be
bought or rented at various
sports centers in Albuquerque.
An intermediate co11rse for
advanced alpine skiers will also
be offered. Classes are. limited to
30 sLudents with a 10-to- one
student·inst!llctor ratio. The
discounts on lift and tram tickets
are the same.
Other courses will be offered at
UNM for beginning or in·
termediat.e cross·cO\lntry skiers
during the spring .semester. Tram
tickets a.re $32. S.tudents must
provide tlteir own skiing
eqtdpment.
Gross-country
equipment can bp ren.ted for
$2.50 a day through UNM, in
Johnson Gym.
George Brooks, the UNM
alpine coach and inst!llctor said
that skiing is a fantastically
growing sport and that many
more people of all ages are

beginning a siding program. He
would, as would· many of the

ski~rs

ul; UNM, liko t,o increase

Lhll size of the skiing pmgrum.

Ski Club on the right track .
By Roberf sanchez
'fheUNM Ski Ciub is planning
several trips for its 67 members
and anyone else who would like to
go to various ski areas in the
southwest. So far, the team is off
to a good start, with a lot of
cooperation fl:om everyone.
Last year's club collapsed and
closed, but this year's club,
under new direction from
president Cindy B11ca, vice
president Annette Gonzales,
financi11l
chairman
Scott
McCaskill, treasuref Melinda
Mosher and faculty advisors
Charles Taylor and BrUce Krane,
is in the process of reforming and
trying to get a constitution and

bill of rights.
. . poles and thlrd prize -is goggh)s.
"So fat·, all we've gotten is Tickets cost fifty cents. · The
positive results," McCaskill said. drawing will be Wednesday,
"l 'd like to see the skiclub grow Nov. 21 at nooll ill room 250-C in
in the next few years."
the SUB. You need not be
Benefits for cluh members pr.esent to win.
include reduced rates for ski trips
The club will also be par·
and discounts at Aspen Leaf. The ticipating in the Winter Carnival
club will be going to T.ellufide, in February. The carnival will be
among othef out-of-state ski at Sandia Peak and, although all
resorts,
proceeds will go to the ski team,
In order to .help pay for these the club will participate ill
trips, the ski club is trying to amateur downhill competition,
raise money.. It will receive electing a snow queen and
almost $800 from a recent jog-a· producing contestants for the wet
than. Members hope to r.ail!e t-shirt contest,
For the skier With a Jot of money and IJ Jot of guts, "hotmore tha:n $1000 on a raffle in
For those interested in joining
which first pdze is a·$160 pair of the ski club, meetings are every dogging" is probably the way to "go, as .this skier at Sandia
skis. Second prize is a pair of ski Wednesday at 4 p.m. in the SUB. Peak demcmstrates.

GREAT VALUESFOR
VALUE-MINDED

·sPORT LOVERS!

Renting ski equipment
from us means easy parking
and
qui~k service .
..,
VALUE
PRICED
SAVE 13.96

* All new equipment

Offering a large stock of
*Imported &Domestic
cigarettes
* Cigars & Pipes
*Tobacco
Sampling Bar

*Illuminations
~Incense

" Celestial Seasonings
Teas

600 pair available
* First quality name brandsHart, Trak,.Geze, Munari, Dynastar
Look and fyrolia
* Boots: Mens, Ladies, .Juniors
* Cross country & Alpine,
Junior & Adult
* 24 hr. service on Repairs,
Refinishing & Remounting·
* Group Rates, Easy Parking

ADIDAS
,_...,_,~
ROD LAVER
...
SUPER TENNIS SHOE
two-density polyurethane·
Injected sole. Ventilated,
reinforced nylon uppers.
Slight Irregulars.

EACH·

·FLEX.

A complete selection of HEAD paraphernalia
and
ZOOM .. used to restore mental alertness
and to reduce hunger and fatigue

2318 Central SE

268-7578

RACOUETBALL RACKETS

one-place .racket with
glass·fillttd construction, ·
leather handle grip. Combines

7509 Menaul Blvd.
884-5611

1

.gg

33.95/F

PERFECT

&;
PANTHER
SKI
PACKAGE
• K2PANTHERSKIS ......... $150
• TVROLIA 150 BINDINGS., •••• $58
• THE SHAFT POLES ••••• , .••• $20
• MOUNTING ••••••••••••••• $4.50
-! HOT W~ • -~ ~ ..... .--. •• _• :· .•. -. ..... _$3
TOTALPACKAGEVALUE
250.50

·15. 9·. 99·
.

.

·· . .

·. . . ·

.

.

~~.~~

. ,. ,,1499

SHOP WEEKDAYS 10·9, SATURDAYS 10·6,SUNDAVS 12-5

MONTGOMERYPLAZE MALL, N,E.

I
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Taos offers Perfect' winter solace
Bylluniel Gib~on
'l'hPrf•'s one word for great
southwestern skiing-Taos.
'l'aof! Ski Val!(!y Is one of the
world's uoJorgettable areas.
Tucked into the steeply pointed
Hondo va)lcy, at u base elevation
of more than 9,000 feet, the snow
first flies in August flurr·ies !lnd
ends in April avalanches.
Thick pine and fir forests rise
lhouBands of feet, and above
them lie untracked snowfields
dr)~te<l
with immense ro<.:k
outrroppings.
A Saint Bernard bounds up the
famPd Snakcdunee Run in front
of theSwisslil>c lodge of the same
n~ml' where fiVe·course lunches
an• everyday fare.
You might believe you are in
ilw Alps, sumly Colorado, but
New Mexicn, no! The quiet
,qtJ·p({R of 'l'aos, with adobes and
wnm1 reMtflurants, tho sunlit
plain it sits on, overlooking the
nwsas and mountains to the west
ond south, SI'<'IU very faraway. It
ls only a 40-minute drive from-t;he
plnzn lo lht• base du1irlift, but it
i>; u million mill's away in all other
n••pN•tH.
Taos Ski Valley is the baby of
l·:rnie Bluke, a Swissm!ln who
<'<~me· to New Mexico in 1949. He
hP!ped lwgin the Santa Fe Ski
llusin, the stntt1's first ski area,
hut he kept alive his dream of
founding his own resort.
II~ 1•hose the Sangre De
Cristns range in northcentral
N('W Mt•xico a.s a pdme location,
und scouted the many vulleys by
plam• for thr. "perfect" spot. At
last, he found his spot- a north•
fucing mountain which collect
much snow, and has an access

road and lots of skilng room.
Blake opened with a few
pomalifts. Today TI'\OS has six
chairlifLs and S(!Veral pomalifts.
The once-warmed over mining
town of Twining, visible today
only by rnine tailings on the east
ridge, has boomed. Taos Ski
Valley now rates !l post office,
half a dozen lodges, several
restaurants and condo units, and
dozens of A.-frame homes. Blake
rules his ski school from his
balconied, second-story abode, a
loud hello from the base chair,
while his son oversees the larger
operations.
From the base lift, weeks
worth of new skiing aw!!its the
Taos skier. From Fanny Hill for
the novices, on the far right, to
the high Kachina Bowl for the
intermediate, to the Chutes,
where ski patrolmen are certified
for their ability - 'taos has it all.
Besides a fabulous selnction of
.runs. Taos Ski Valley also has
some of the best snow in North
- America. Because it sits-a~ such a
high elevation, in a climate
known for its dryness, Taos's
snow is very light.
'J'o cut into three-foot fall of
fresh powder is an experience !l
powder buff will never shake. Not
only is the snow fluffy, it co.mes
in drovl!s. Last year, Taos Ski
Valley shut down in late March
with a snow depth of 15 feet at
mid-mountain. The peak t<lps
bad well over tha.t, including four
f~et of fresh snow.
For those who would rather sec
their moguls than feel their way
into them i_n a mist ofpowdcr, the
valley's trail crew and snow
m.achines pack down a majority

of tho runs. Wide catwalks
detour the hairier parts of runs,
and humps are constantly
knocked down on the welltraveled routes.
Rental equipment is available
at the base, as is hot food, a
repair shop, a deli, .a well-stocked
ski shop and medical facilites.
For all this, be prepared to pay
the piper. Blake says he never
wanted an area for just anyone,
and perhaps he thinks a $14 anlifts ticket price will keep away
undesiroables. But, Toas is still
cheaper than roost "name" areas,
and its lift lines are consider!lbly
shorter than, say, Aspen.
Some of Taos Sk.i VQ.\]ey's runs
are better than others. For the
beginner, White Cloud makes a
nice run from the top of the first
level of chairs, .or Bambi from the
Lop of the second tier of chairs.
For the daring novice, a slow
plow down Porcepineis a must.
Porcepine is also fun for the
intermediate, while experts use it
as an 11ccess to -a run which drops
from view through glades
scattered with many large pines.
Under the chair, in Kachina
Bowl, are runs which !lppeal to
beginners and intetrnec)iates,
while the seven·mile Rubezahl
attracts the bold intermediates
and Up. Its sister run,
Honeysuckle, offers a similar
length for the novice.
Thl'n comes Tl!os' forte - its
expert runs. Their names tell the
story
B!itx, Reforma,
Snakedance, Inferno, They are
tucked here and there throughout
the expansive area, from Castqr
and pollux plunging directly
down, to disjointed Longhorn

and Lorelei. and the bare
boldness of Al's Run, one of
America's tougher slopes, with a
drop of 1, 700 vertical feet and a
length of 4.,000 feet.
Beyond expert come the ski
hikers who walk along the

Ski sale and. rental prices
vary among local stores

ridgelines off the top of the
highest chairs to ski in the upper
bowls of Kachina Peak. The
skiers up there are visable oc·
caslonally - they look like dust
specks rolling down the fields of
white.

Inner tubing alternative
for winter adventurers
By J11mes Chavez
Some of the world's best inner
If you work for·a living, a.ndor tube runs are in the Sandia
grades, you might think the Mount&ins. Everything from
slopes offer nothing for your bunny hills to expert suicide runs
occasional free weekends. W.ell, ·can be found from Doc Long's
do not feel cut off from the winter Picnic Area to about two miles
wonderland. Put your body in an frOIJI the ski lifts.
'There are some disad·
inner tube and ski like Jean
vantagous
to inner-tube skiing,
ClaudeKilly.
the
frozen buns syn·
besides
Inner tubing requires little
skill and equipment.. For the drome. Although inner tubes are
desert rats who are not used to as fast as Killy' s skis, you will
looking at snow, much less never have the agility of Susy
playing in it, inner tubing can be Chapstick, And if you expect to
go around a tree, you will hWit.
an exciting aftE!rnoon.
1'he-priceis right. A used inner - Once you start yo1,1r-run, there is
tube runs $5 at the most at your no turning back. The best way to
local gas station. Going with a stop is to snow plow - jump off
group? Truck stops h!lve truck the tube.
tubes that can accomodl! te up to
Skiers often snicker at inner
ten people. Four or five tubes tubers, saying they do not know
linked together to form a train what they are missing. Do not be
can be a lot of fun. Looking for intimidated. After a day on the
romance? Do it in a radial tube slopes, anyone cah sip hot
(with the steam down),
buttered rums by the fire.

Located in the'184D
Salvador A.rmijo House, de~ignated a
Nat1onal Historic Place.
. ·.. SuperbSteak, seafood
and spirits served in an authentic
territorial setting.
Open daily 5 pm to 10:30 pm
OldTown, Albuquerque
618 Rio Grande Blvd., N.W.
Take 1-40 Old Town Exit
Forreservations call 242-3900

10.
off!

-A Tinnie Mercanlite.-Comp:u'iy Fieslaurant

Conceptions Southwest
is now accepting

Submissions for its Spring 1980
publication.
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By Gail Rosen.blum
'l'he biting air and falling
leaves are a sure sign that ski
season is drawing near. Whether
you prefer to ski hori?:ontally or
vertically, you can probably find
~he necessary g"ar at most of
Albuquerque's
ski shops.
Following is a list of 12 stores
which offer cross-country andor
downhill equipment for s.ale and
rent. Ski brands vary from store
to store. Packages include skiis,
boots, poles and bindings unless.
defined otherwise;
ASPEN LEAF (143 Mon·
tgomery Ph•za) - The Aspen
Leaf offers cross-country skiis
frotn $59.95 and cross-country
boots from $.29.95. Gross,countcy
rental packages are $4 per day
and $8 per weekend. D.ownhill
packages, without boots, run
from about $159 to $179. Boots
.are priced from $59 to $240.
-Downhillrentiilpackages arf'! also
$4 per day and $8 per weekend.
BACKWOODS (6307 Menaul
Blvd. NE) - The Backwoods
specializes
in
cross-country
equipment and does not rent. or
sell .downhill equipment. Crosscountry packages run from $99to
$125, Prices for rental gear have
not been set, but will be based
around competitors' prices.
CHAPMAN'S TENNIS AND
SKI (U040 Montgomery Blvd.
NE) - Chapman's, formerly
Maguire's Tennis Shop, does not
rent or sell downhill equipment.
Cross-country packages run
about $99.50. Cross-country
racing packages run about

By Mark Smith
'rhe
UNM
Intramural
Department's Outdoor. Shop is
operating in full swing, giving
students access to skiing and
camping equipment 'rentals at
loWtost.
The shop, in Room 107 of
Johnson Gym, offers a variety of
equipment.
Tents, shovels, backpacks,
coolers, rafts, fishing equipment,
sleeping bags and cross country
ski equipment are all available at

the perfect waxless base. We'll teU you more about it when
you come ln. Just dip this ad and bring it ln. Let BONNA take
you Where the quiet i$ ••• that's BONNA-fide country.

~

-- ..:._ For Cambodia's Suffering ...
For Our Awareness ...

----:_
:-

FAST FOR
WORLD PEACE

-Nov. . 15th-(wa~~a:or table in the

9611 Menaut Blvd. NE
293·9725
VISA
. MC

· ,. .~- • Rice. & lea meal at Tio Vivo
,
· · ·. ·
.. mtheSUBatnoon.
1-: -·. • Service that evening
. t1t Newman Center 8 p.m.
•Thursday-s:ao p.m. service
followed by a Himger Banquet
at the New mal"! Center at 7!15 •.

Precision Haircuts 50°/o OFF
Perms .....•... s2soo

Debi or Linda or Kathleen
at 884-8350

the shop..
Terry Linton, assistant
coordinator of the department,
said the shop has been successful
over the years, but there are still
many people who do not knoW
about it.
Linton said students who us.e
the service save a:t least one-third
of the price of most local rental
shops.
He said most .of the itetns rent
for a dollar, and the price for skis,
boots and poles is$2.25perday.

There is a damage deposit for
each item ranging from $3 to
--$10.00, which is returned in fullif
equipment is not harmed, Linton.
said,
_
L'inton recQmmends that
anyone wishing to rent should
reserve equipment early il) the
week for the following weekend.
Linton said 15 new pairs of skis
have been added this year.
·The shop is open Mondaythrough Friday, with hours
varying.

Alpine and Uross £ountry Skiing
Baek Packing, Tennis, Switnwear

Marron Hall 105

. . . =--::-.

Unisex Hairstyling
SPECIALS

PUT'EM
AWAY

That's right! From now until December 31, you can save $1 o

w~en you buy a pair of BONNA Model 2200PC1 cross-country
sk1s, PC (PC-MICA) is for Polycrystallfte, the closest thing yet to

MALIBU
DISCOUNT
SPORT$
LTD
(!3610
-Snowheights Circle) - Malibu
do.es not sell hardware for
downhill or cross-country skiing,
but the shop does carry "soft
goods" including goggles, socks
and ~lathing. Downhill rental
packages are $7.50 per day and
$14 per weekend. Cross·country
rental packages are $6 per day
and $!l. 75 per weekend.
MOUNTAIN SPORTS LTD
(1101 San Pedro NE) - Llownhill
pack>~ges run about $.149, 95
without hoots. Boots run from
less than. $100. DownhiU rental
packages are $8 per day and $14
·per ·weekend.· Cross-country
packages are about $11!). Cross·
country rentals are $5 per day

and $8 for a weekend or two-day
period.
MOUNTAINS AND RIVERS
(2320 Centr!ll Ave, SE) 7303 Montgomery .E)(ecuttve f\k!rth Ap.;irtment~
Mountains .a.nd Rivers does not
carry downhill equipment for rent
or for sale. Cross-country skiers
C!ln make their own outfit at
costs from $100 to $150. Cross·
country .rental equipment costs
$6 per day and $10 per Weekend.
ROCKY MOUNTAIN SKI
COMPANY (1006 .CorOI!ildo
Center NE) - The Ski Company
(regular s13oo.s17oo)
dpes not rent downhill or crosscountry equipment. Downhill
packages without boots. range
(regular S32 50 .s40° 0)
from $65 to $250. Cross-country
packages run about $125.
SANDIA MOUNTAIN
OUTFITTERS (!3611 Menaul
Blvd>) - The Outfitters does not
sell or rent downhill equipment.
Offer good with coupon only
Cross-country packages. run from
$118.50 to $140.50. Cross •
country rental packagesare$9.50 ·per day and $15 per weekend.
: -. ,:\1'"~~:~~
' . if\il
TRAILMASTER
(5401
1-!;.Central Ave. NE) - ::r'railmast(lr
does not sell or rent downhill
t!!.''~~;. . ~::··' ·: ;:~'l
equipment.
Cross-country
.packages begin at $11.9.!)9.
Cross-country rentals are $8 per
day, $12.50 per weekend and
$1!3.50 per week.
THE
WILDERNESS
CENTRE (2421 San Pedro Dr.)
- The C~ntre does not sell or
rent downhill equipment, Cross·
country equipment buyers pick
their own outfit and are given a
10-percent discount.- Cross·
country rentals are $7 per day
and $9.50 for two to four day-s.

UNM offers low-cost rentals

Bring materials in art, photography,
llferalure, music, performing arts to

Cross•country Skis.

$17(1, 50. Cross-country rental
packages are $8 ..50 per dll.Y and
$11 per weekend.
H. COOK (l05 Winrock
Center) - Downhill packages
vary from $190 to $300 and do
not include poles. Downhill rental
packages are $8 per day and $15
per weekend. Cross-country skiis
are available from $59. Cooks
does ' not have cross-country
rental gear.
·
GARDENSWARTZ SPORTZ
(4410 Men<~ul Blvd. NE) ~
Downhill packages run about
$149 and $159. Downhill rental
packages a~e $10 per day- and $l4
per weekend. Cross-country
packages vary from $79.95 to
$119.95. Cross·country rental
gear is $8 per d<'.y and $12 per
weekend.

Purveyors of fine S)teeialty S)ttn•tiug
goods baeked by sel•viee, knowledge
and integrity.

JUST FOR
·aDAY.

I! you. can live without
your cigarettes for one
day. you might find you
can live Without them
forever. So put 'em away.
Just fbr a day. Thursday.
Nbvember 15.

~•

'I'HE GREAT AMERICAN

SMOi<EOlll'.

_AmeriCan Cancer Society,

Coronado Center
1OOEi Coronado Center NE
Louisiana and Menaul Lower Level
883-8128

North Towne Plaza
.5901 Wyoming Bivd. NE

Academy & Wyoming North Secti.on
822-0024

Dowrl is nature's lightest insulator.

See our full J.ine of outdoor clothing
i!t New Mexico's comphit~< backpacking/m-oGntaineering shop,
-

24.21 San Pedro NE (505) 266·8113
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One DoorwayTwo Shoppes!
in the SUE!

H. EW
.... LETT

~al· PACKARD

Don't Miss Itl
The J;:[P •33E Calculator
is on SALE
$74.95 reg, $90,00

For concert information
call T·I·C·K·E·T·S
The Ticketmaster
Hotline 842·5387

Quality watch repair~ We clean & repair jewelry
We restring cho.kers & necklaces- We buy good
jewelry -13rou~ersWelcome!
Earrtnus, rwckl;x:es, poiJtrl), rug.,,
buckle:;:, bic.llghler holdcts, bE'adOO

}£welry and mUch JWre!

c:ryst!)ls, ''~Hidan1s,
carrlrt!J$, $l1rk pifl!>, c.'T~t'al b."1Us,
crysHd pyrilmfds, crys1'ills· fqr home

Austrian
and

:In the CenterQ{thirjgs
~ · '(r<2~

clothes

sty1~s
'r(Z~ pr1c~s

~)w~n$
~~

Pl2t\.C¢

...· Zdn.m._suo _

~urc;:arl

ROCK&
ROLL

·· '(retXt

··

lm~d

(With i:hls ad only)
Sale Ends 12-31-79
Qu;tnt1ties Jim ited
Wt!;d.!;U t>llrrj•t
jt'C)JniNI' b()Qk.l.

___ill_

HP~33E

40l W;1in.li~ NR

••

a.ucl !>ti{Vcy. t'([UiJillt'n~.

STUDENT lOOK STORE
2122 Cantral SE

~6o.1aR1

. .

-~ {HOLMAN'S, INC.)~==~

(acro$s from UNMl

v~~~
fMEX•ECOHO
r~oa .•,,....,,,p,,..,~'*''' 111 ~ 1

.

Every
Wednesday

GoLobos!

· IJ11l(l!i, d.roaflir.g~.upp\ic:o,

says "Go get 'em
Lobos"

BUffET

8601. Central NE
Comer of Wyoming and Central

Pancho's 2 for 1 Sale!
Buy one "All you Can Eat''
Buffet Dinner for $2.99
and Get one FREE!

FREE ADMISSION
with student ID

(with this Coupon
Expires Dec. 1, 1979)

says ''Go Lobos"
A Chick-fil-A is a boneless, skinless
breast of chicken seasoned &
marianat!:!d, served on a toasted bun
with pickles.
Upper Level

Copies Ovemight at 3 1/2°
Open

8~8

Mon. - Thurs.
8-6 Fri.

10-5 Sat,
We're across from Yale Park

Coronado Center

Slfft

1979-80 Lobo
Basketball Schedule

GO LOBOS!!!
PUT'EMAWAY
H yn11 L m Jnd' !J\!!lltnt;!
VO\Jf Ct_gnrt."tfHL) ior Ul"it~

rlay you ITH(llll fn11 I you
fan !ivn Willi' 1111 !! lUin

lon··;or. So pui r:m .Jw.l~
Ju5tlor a clay Tllur,;rJ.w

Nov(JrniJCJr IE>

Dec. 1
Colorado
Dec. 4
West Texas State H
Dec. 8
New Mexico State
Dec.11
Grand Canyon State H
Dec 13 Weber State H
Dec: 15~16 Nike Cage Classic H
(UNM V Houston;
Georgetown V Jacksonville)
Dec.19
Southern CaiH
Dec. 21
Illinois tech H
Dec. 22
NewMexico State H
Dec. 28·29 Lobo Invitational H
(UNM V Idaho St.:
La sane v Utah St.)
Jan.3
BYU(WAC)
Jan. 5
Utah (WAC)

ON CAMPUS
Open Wednesday nlte ihru Saturday nlte.

•

Wldtt vathtiJI of

LOBO CAMPUS
PHARMACY

styltta, faahlons,

Jttwttltjj

and QCCitiiOtfttl·

apottawttO.t, dittsstta,
coat., awlmaullli

HAIRAPHERNALIA

JUNIOR JPEC!RLTY JHOP
~

2216 Central SE'---'
265-5986

2118 Ce-ntral S.E.
(across ftom UNffi) 342-8678

2R!i.e rl itt's
nrks4np
ihe most
unusual
Record Shoppe
in New Mexico,
is having a
storewide sale
call for details
299-8031

Uu·out
convenl•nt
IO._,!I·0Wa._9 plo.l'l

Our 30th
Anniversary Sale
All types all brands
3011 Monte Visfa NE
Near Girard & Central
just east of UNA!

~
JUST FOR A DAY.
THE GREAT AMERICAN
SMOKE OUT.

4

American Can-c:t!r So<iety,

H ·Home Games
Home Games at 7:35
Ticket Information 277·2116

' ' --\-

Directly across
from Yale Park

.
Jan. 10 Wyoming rNAC)
Jan.12 Colorado ST. (WAC) TVS
Jan.17 Hawaii (WAC) H
Jan. 19 San Diego ST. (WAC) H
Jan. 23 Texas·EI Paso (WAC)
Jan. 26 Nevada-Las Vegas
Utah (WAC)
Jan. 31
Feb. 2
BYU (WAC) TVS
Feb. 7
Colorado St. (WAC) H
Feb. 9
Wyoming (WAC) H
Feb. 14 ··sa-n Diego St. (WAC)
Feb. 16 Hawaii (WAC)
Feb. 22 Nevada-Las Vegas H
Mar. 1
Texas El Paso (WAC)

DEE PETERSEN
Bwm/STYt.vst
ALIIUOOIROtrr, H.M. $7106
3001 I: .tun"lt.Ai. SE

(coroer !If Cent~al and Dartmouth)
For Appointments Call265-7111

If s yours this time

LOB OS
Wine Cellar
Lounge and Resto rant
6001lomas NE
in Fair Plaza

268-67Q6

says
"Go Lobos';
We're across from UNM
Open 7 days 'till midnight
Stud~nt Check Cashing Policy

Campus

Best of Luck

LOBOS
No.I the WAC
in

Blood Plasma Donor Center
1307 Central NE 842-6991-

GOLOBOS
Ginny's
Garden of
Gifts
Oriental • Egyptian • Domestic
• Handicrafts •

1611 San Pedro SE .-· 266-9800

2611 Central SE
(across from ONM)
842•5992

Watch fot some

GREAT
December
Concetts!
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Fur growing: new national craze
By Clyde D. Aragon
WhaL started out in ancient
times as a way to keep warm ha$
turn~Jd JnLo the latest national
winter sport. 'l'he sport is fur
gmwing. It hegins in the fall,
peaks in the winter, and ends,
like a snal<o shedding its skin, in
the spring.
'l'he craze, which began in
California, has finally reached
New Mexico. tt ·is primarily a
womnn' s Jlport, cutting across
social strata. Rich women are

a moment and .see what you want
and what you can ufford. Fur
growing has many appealing
aspects to consider and only your
taste and budget can decide these
for you. Angles to look at are:
Sensible wear - Parkus fit in
this category, like the kind Sgt.
Pr.eston of the Yukon made from
his dog after the dog died in a
skiing accident. They're excellent
for delivering mail and cutting
wood on chilly mornings, and
yet, they're really great evening

wearing fur, as well as poor
women, although rich women
wear longer coats because they
cal! afford full·length mirrors.
You don't have to put your
name on a Jist or go out and buy a
lot of expensive equipment to get
started in fur growing. Just buy
a coat from a fur shop or
depurtment store, or stout one
from the coat rack of a
reatuunmt.
Before you go out und blow
your allowance on a f~Jr, stop for

I
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· Turkey Trot Is Saturday
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Now is the timelo get rour entry in for the annual Turkey Trot which will be run at the
North Golf Course this Saturday at 9:00, The
chase is a 3 mile run and entries will be divided
into age classes of 17·20, '21-26, 27~36, ·38-49
and 49 and oldet. Each division winner, both
male and female wiU receive special awards
furnished by Budweiser who is co-spoitsoring
the race. The first 150 entrants will be given an
Intramural Turkey Trot •r.shirt. A 2.00 entry
fee will he l)harged to nil participants II' help
cover the cost of the T-Shiris. Each participatlt
is asked io gtless what will be the winning time
llw' mno ooo=. ""' ...... who •••

closely guesses the time will receive a nice
Budweiser award, The chase is open to all
students, faculty and staff of the University. A
new division was created for non-University
participants. No collegiate lettermen or track
team members are allowed. The last date to
enter is Friday, Nov. 16th at 5:00 in room i30
of J~>hnsorl Gym (Intramural offi!'t!).
Remember the first 150 entrants will receive
Budlnan T-Shirts so get up to the Intramural
office and register early. For further informa•
tion or queslio11S please call 277-5151. Late
registration will start at 8;00 AM Saturday on

~~

~
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h;we had to look at other, more
wear at parties and soci!ll fun·
exotic creatures to fill the new
ctl.ons.
demand created by fur growing,
Protective .coloration - Here Fur from the North American
we have the disco fur for those
7.ealot is now being used. 'l'hough
who like to go to a bar and just the dander is usually Uj?, und
get drunk without a Jot of males there's a slight odor of skunk, it
coming around ~o ask for' a dance.
makes u greut hood to wear to a
These furs are studded with small
KKK1:ally.
lights that fl<~sh on and off with
D.og and cat fur are really
the beat of the music allowing the
coming
into their own with
wearer to blend right into .a
~;~nimal shelters throughout the
barstool.
country reporting a heuvy
Showing off your wMlth Were talking ubout classy stuff demand for the )ittle beasts. Cats
where price is no object, where are pretty much one size, but
you can lay it on - fur coat, fur dogs come in varying · body
stole, fur scarf, fur jewelry. Fur styles. The smaller the dog, the
growth here is in mink, nutria, higher the price, as witnessed by
the exorbitant prices being paid
fox and sable.
Don't be afraid to wear a .min\<. for Chihuahua hides bought .from
Millions of minks die every year Mexican ChihUahua farms.
Vermin, once the symbol of
in wars, from heart diseases, in
<~Uto accidents within 25 miles of nobility, is also a top seller now.
home. Besides, if you ever get Gerbils, lemmings, hamsters,
near a mink they spit and hiss at mice and Norway rats are being
you and make nasty s~>Unds with imported from the Ratlands of
North Dakota, where the lack of
their throats.
Chinchillu, though, is the predators there has created vast
· ultimate- for-the"wealthy; It takes droves· of them. Even· the shrew
60 chinchillas to make a chin· is being sought by fur growers
chilla coat. Remember, these are and not until recently, with the
de11d chinchillas, not live chin.· domestication and taming of the
chill as that have linked their tiny shrew, has it been possible to
paws t~>gether,
obtain large quantities of pelts.
The poor conformist - For
Some tips on buying a fur for
those with a social responsibility
competition;
to conform, but without the
Don't buy a coat from the back
financial ability to do so, we have of a vun. Sometimes they're
to look at synthetic furs made of stolen or they're just cheap
orion, nylon, polyester and 100imitations.
percent cotton.
Beware of Mexican furs sold at
They're cheap, they're warm, flea markets. Though you may be
and you can wash them in any
told they're sable, in reality.
laundry in town. But they seem many of these furs are made from
to lack that luster of quality and the lxotoxl, a hairy Mexican
I have heard stories of people
lizard that eats yucca flies.
sewing "Genuine Baby Seal"
When buying a fur by mail,
labels onto their coats. This is
buy
from a .reputable firm. Furillegal and often quite ern·
by-night
outfits often. glue hair
barrassing should you not
from
barbershop
floors onto
remove all other tags. F~>r in·
white
vinyl
and
pass
the stuff off
stance, someone at a narty might
as
bear,
thus
scalping
the con· _
dr1lnl@uy shout, "I didn't know
sumerwith
their
gri~zly acts.
K-Mart sold Genuine Baby Seal
Well, enough said. Fur
co.a.ts.;,
growing
is the new sp~>rt for the
You can accidentally spill red
wine on their otter jacket and 80s. lt' s challenging and it's
reply flippantly, "Oh yes, during exciting. It's not for everybody,
but for those who can stand the
their white sale."
Because so many animals are pressures of competition, it's
on the endangered list, furriers satisfying.
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ALPHA PHI OMEGA/ASUNM PRESENTS

Campus Awareness Week
Nov. 12-16
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Prizes Awarded for the most TRASH collected
$25 1st group prize
$15 2nd group prize
·
$10 Individual Prize
Take Pdde in Your Ci.lmpus
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BIG RALLY •••lODAY
Wed. 14th, 12:30pm
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By Martin Janowski
'l'h e 6- foot-5 center has played
"Our worst outing will comein well in practice.
Aparl·c
.
our first game of the season, our
.
. .1.0 Curry nee d.s th
. e t1me
next worst outing will come .in and. expe·
·
e
·
t
d
1
•
. , 1nee ·o eve op mto a
our next game, and our third good
.
. ·playe
.
r. on1y a sop homore,
worst outing will come in the Curry is a talented athlete.
game after that."
These returners should make
This was the. gloomy prediction up the nucleus of the Lobo team
made by a pessimistic Coach at 1east early in the. season. ·But
· '
Norm Ellenberger on his Lobo Ellenberger has recr.uited some
ha.sketball team's chances this newcomers that are making a
year·
strong bid to take over some .of
''Somewhere between thi.s 1· Q$t y.ear's starters' positions as
beginning and midseason, we soon as. they ]earn the Ellen:
hope to bring it all together," berger
system..
Ellenberger
Ellenberger said. "If not, you analysed the new recruits this
won't be seeing too much of me." way:
So.me observers hav. e noted
L arry H ubbard and Jerome
that the team attitude looks a lot ilenderson, 6-9 and 6-10
better tha.n last year, but respectively, have never been
Ellenberger is not impressed.
exposed to the Lobo brand of
"Attitudes at this time of year basketball. As the, seaso~
ate matter Of fact,'' ·Ellenberger progresses, each could become a
said. "Everyone should be positive force because both are
working hard because nobody good inside players.
has clinched a st?rting position
Junior .college transfer Craig
yet. When I want an aWtude Gilbert is an excellent player as a
check; a gu tcheckris after we get-- slowdown ·guard,. but he needs to
beaten on the road, or when one operate within the quick Lobo
player plays ahead of another, or offense. Ht> should be a good one
one player gets more of the slice because he has the tools.
of the cake than another. That's
Phil Smith, a freshman guard
when I check attitude."
from Astoria, NY, has the op•
The Lobos are, overall, a quick posite problem of Gilbert in that
team and a team that will be he is fast, but out of control. He
hustling every game. This could needs to have the speed and
be u team that explodes if the quickness channeled into a
right people come together nt the positive direction.
right time, but it is ·a fine line
Michael Joh~son, the other
between explosion and a freshman guard, was a fmward in
misfiring fizzle, Ellenberger high school, but is now being
anulyzed his players in this way:. converted into a ball· handling
Andre Logan, one of the two guard. Well built with good
co•captains this year, was the quickness, he should be a good
most consistent player for the one.
Lobos last year. He understands
. Kenny Page, the transfer
his role on. the team and strives to guard from Ohio State, can score,
do everything possible to be but rteeds a lot of work on ball
successful.
handling-and defense toe be a g~>od
Jimmy Williams, the other co· player,
captain and the only fourth· year
Larry' Tarrance, a junior
player on· the team, has the collego;J transfer, is a strong inside
overall experience andlrnowledge player, and is working hard to be
of the Ellenberger system to a pow.er-f~>rward type for the
compensate for any lack of Lobos.
quickness or talent.
Those ate the players that
Everette Jefferson, the senior Ellenberger will have to work
!,TUard, must understand his role with this year, .and the names
on the team more than any other you will be reading about or
player. He played the entire hearing about during this
season last year not urt• madcap hysteria known as the
derstanding his .role on the team. Lobo basketball season.
If h!l does understand this year,
It is hard to .make a prediction
he could be an .excellent college about a team with so many
player.
young und new faces, but one
Larry Belin has the tools t~> thing is certain. Ellenberger will
have a great senior year, hut he resort to any method to get his
must become a complete player. team ready.
He needs to rebound better and
"I do a lot of crazy things
have a better defensive attitude.
during a ball game," Ellenberger
Paul Roby was a positive force said. "What counts is when that
as a resen'.e last year and will final buzzer goes off, were we
help the team to be successfuL successful?"

Golden Oldies Night
with sounds of the '50's
f~r the "Good Old Days"
Tomghtfrom 7:00 'flll2:00

SOc wen drinks, ~eer and wines
(from 7 'till 9)

..

LETS ALL CLEAN IT UP!!

The Lobo women's b!lsketball
team will be a strortg, in·
tfmldating force on the court this
year and the veteran playe.rs
should lead the way tow11rd a
conference champi~>nship.
The. women get their first test
ot the season t~>night agaifist
NMSU in Las Cruces. (The gam¢
will be aired on KNME:TV
Thursday at 15 p.m.)
Lobo women's basketball fans
may be :surprised at the more
deliberate style of play by the.
·Lobos, which lsirt.statktontrast
to the full sprint. style of men's
basketball under Norm Ellen·
berger, But Coach Kathy Marpe
fllels her team ha'S the height and

strength inside to run a control
offense.
Traditionally, a control offense
teartl needs a .great shooter who
.can .make the perimeter shots,
big, strol;lg people on the Jnside,
and a point guard who cart make
the passes to the right people at
the tight time. "I:he Lobos have
the necessary tools to run the
offense.
'!'he great shooter is senior
Jean Rostermundt 1 the teant
leader on the floor and the
lending scoret• for the l.obos the
past three years. lfustermundt
was an All·COllference player and
is a definite calldidat!) fot All·
Amefican honors this year.

Near the corner of Juan Tabo & Candalarla

FREE ADMISSION with this ad

THE

connofssear<

Thanksgiving Specials
TQkerll
Largo • Clear
List 21.00
Now 15A9.

classicS
now.only

$4.99

M(}l-E-cule
list $8.19

now $5.99

In the poster dept. 50 cents OFF
all Rodger Dean & Frazetta Posters

This Thanksgiving Don't Be A Turkey
Shop fhe Connoisseurforlow low prices
featuring HEAD Supplies *Posters* T·Shirts & Prints

Women cagers· shoot
for Conference title

J3U ow£ t5£ 'R

I

Ellenberger predicts
gloomy three games

31 00 San Mateo So. End Laramie Sq.
2400 Juan Tabo at Menual

.

Get your FREE Connoisseur
Bumper Sticker with any $1.00 purchase

*
*

Sltow the world that YES!

You are a TRUE CONNOiSSEUR

·* * * * * . * * * * * * * * * * * * •·
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Strong veteran line-up Marpe takes
leads basketball team
Marpe said Itos~ermundt, despite
her scoring totals, h~s the best
attitude of any player on tho
team, and is truly unseWsb with
the basketball.
'fhe inside players are led by 6·
5 senior center Carol Morl!l&nd.
Moreland is an intimidating force
defensively und her rebounding
statistics tower above everyone
else's.
Backing up Moreland at center
is 6-3 Mury Redeau. Marpe said
Rcdcou has the quick inside
moves that make her a good
scorer and. a rnobile center, but
she needs to improve on defense
and rebounding.
The basketb<1ll twins at the
forward slots are sophomores Dee
and Debbio Woinreis. l3oth are
good outside shooters, but have
also played the post po$ition, so
they go to tho boards welL
Tlie point guard is the quai•
tcrl>ack of a control offenso. AllConference player Taryn Bachis
is tho Lobo quarterback. Ilachis
led the team last year in assists
and has developed her outside
shot this year. Mnrpe said Bach is
is one of the smartest court
players she has coached.
The Lobos bave depth to go
along with the t!llent. Returners
include junior Susie Schuster,
who is convorting from forward
to guard, and .Lisa Wedekind,
who plays guard. Kelly Sparr
returns for her senior year and is
an excellent outside shooter and
Muffin Raff is a hustling
sophomore guard.

quiet stance
to coaching
•

Marpe and her assistant, .Rick
By Martin Janowski
lt is so quiet on the. b!lsketball
Harden, had a good rectu.iting
year, with four talent freshmen. floor in the Arena thut all one can
'l'hn fr.eshmen include Karen hear is an occasional bouncing of
McComber, a Canadian who has a basketball and the steady clicks
experience in international play, of the four scoreboard. .clo.cks
and muy play for Canada's junior around the top ofthe arena.
national team next year.
There was an air of creation,
Another freshman that should the same kind of hushed silence
see action is Martha "Muff" tnat comes when musicians try to
Reinert, a 6·footer from perfect a symphony. One almost'
Belllngham, Wash. Marpe said e:1>pects Coach Kathy Marpe to
Reinert has a good outside shot rap her baton on her music stand,
11nd is a very coachable athlete.
turn to the players and say,
The other two freshmen wjil be. "Let's go over that third
playing in the guard or wing movement again. The piccolos
spots . Ma\lreen Ma:tsumota .is a came in.a beat too soon."
walk-on from Massachusetts and
Marpe is subdued during
shoots well from the outside, and practice, speaking in a con·
Sally Marquez .is a 5-foot-5 guard v·ersational tone throughout, and
from Manzano H.igh School.
seems to have a deep inner
'l'he Lobo women's first test concentration that works out
will come against New Mexico solu Lions to basketball problems
State tonight in :Las Cruces, 'l'he the same way a n.uclear physicist
Lobos' home opener comes in the figures out a nuclear nmctor.
Lobo Invitational with Kansas
"I'm not one of those yell.ing
State, ·-car Poly Pomon!l, and --kinds of coaches,u Marpe said.-"1-0ral Robert$,
feel if a player doesn't have the
"Our schedule is tougher this motivation from within,' she'll .
year because we play some top 20 never have it".
teams that we did not have on
Marpe does not know how to
our sched\lle last year," Marl)e <!Ssess the team's performance so
said. "'I'he ttlams this year are far. She said that last year's team .
much tougher and taller than the played an entirely different style
teams we played last year."
of basketball, so she cannot base
This year's Lobo opponents the practices on last year.
may be saying the same thing
"We have a tough schedule
abo\lt the Lobos. With the size this year," Marpesaid. "We may
and depth on the Lobo squad this have some trouble early in the
year and the experience some of season, hut the benefits of our
the players have gained from depth and experience. Will come
their Australian tout, it is no later.."
wonder that Marpe .is predicting.
Marpe's basketball philosophy
a conference championship for is simple: Work for the high
her team.
percentage shot. The set offense

DOC's
(Disabled On Campus)

3rdAnnual

AWARENESS DAY
Today · Sam to 4pm
North SUB Ballroom
activities include:
12:00 ·1:00· speakers and discussion
Displays, infonn~tion discussion all day

These Are Your Rights As
People As Well As Students
The federal Law says ...
KathyMarpe
should allow more time for the it's easy for them to have a bad ·
players to pick out that kind of day in practice because they're
shot.
playing against good coml3ut one Of the disadvantages petition."
of the set offense is that it cuts
down the fast break .opTeamwork is es$ential to
portunities. Marpe said that the Marpe's style of play and she
Lobos will .not abandon the fast simply refuses to deal with inbreak, but will use it much less dividuality on the court.
than last Year.
"Winning is a team effort,"
"The team is very balanced Marpe said with conviction, "We
right now," Marpe said. "Some win together, we lose together.
of the players get down because Wework for the team high."

JIRTQIRVED
CLASS

N::Jl'ICE OF PRICE INCREI\SE 1 E:FFEXm:VE 11/19/79

aver the past few years, our ca:npany has tried to minimize pricing
changes, to avoid con£usion .ar.d make yoUr jobs easier. We've been able
toK9epprice cbanges to aboUt two per year.
!l~er, given the drastic increase in the price of gold <m the inter'nationa1 !IDfietaJ:y market (f:ron under $300 to a1rrost $400), ~ are forced
'to increase prices this sarester.

This increase c<nnlences With all orders written beg.inn:ing NovE!nber 19;
1979. A new price card will be f~<:ld shortly, which will. ittlicate
the new higher prices. Please destroy all old and prior pricing intoD!\ation at tbat tiloo. to avoid con£usion.
OPPOmtlNITY

Many dealers have apprediated this advance notice, to gain good "PR" at
their schcolsi they have alerted their students of the UnpeM.:i.ng increase 1
ar.d have generated gOOd will as a rE!Sillt. Y'ou may USE! this advance
not:ice to notify your students, in the interim, ar.d before 11/19.. We
have pn:poSely held off a price increase to allow for this ~rt:tmity.

Should you .have any questions, or need :furtJ1er assistance, please .feei
free to
your CUstaner SerVice Representative here in Austill.

cantac:t

Sincerely,
Art:Carved Class Ri.rt<;Js

OOi'E oo CHRIS'n.wl!lELIVERY: .. Orders received at ow: AUstin Factory by
iliii'lay, NOVeliiliii 5, 1979 Will be shipped on or l:e.fore ~sday, DeCenbeJ::
19., 1.979, to insure Clu:'isbnas Delivery.

s

STUDENT BOOKSTORE
2122 Central SE (across from UNM)

4215 mennul HE

266-8641

'-------SAVE!------"
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ASUNm/PEC
presents
Ftee Lunchtime Concert
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These are your rights os o person as Well as a student.· (token from ·
Sect. 503 of Affirm olive ActiCfl, and Sect. 504 of RehabilltalfC!l Act
ofl973)

•••.·.Jn the
· · SUB
.
noon-1:30pm

"We must make ourselves so
visible that we can not be
overlooked, so outspoken , that
we cannot be ignored, so united
that we cannot be separated
until we have achieved our pur·
pose."

I'm sorry, I can't hear you with a cigarette in your
mouth./ can:teven read your lips that way.

I
/
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*
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"Handicapped persons means ony person who 0)
has a physical or mental impairment which sub~
stantially limits one or more major life activities. (II)
has a record of such an impairment, or (iii) is regar.
ded as having such an impairment."

....

'"-:t~-;,( ~~;~..,.4
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Alaoftee
Bo.lanct11g

(With thle coupo11)

ALBUQUERQUE TIRE INC.
TO. our V<!-lued College Ring DE!alers:

·~;;-"::;~'-:..

• FIHtwood
• B. F. Goodtlch

Our Regulnr LO\V
Tire Prices ·

October 25, 1979 .

also

• Remington .
• michelin

10% OFF

RINGS, INC.

"No otherwise qualified handicapped Individual * *
* shall, solely by reason of his .handicap, be ex~
eluded from the participation in, be denied the
benefits of, or be subjected to discrimination under
any program on activity receiving federal financial
assista nee."

*~.
~

~*******************

!.'

•.

DOC'.s goal is to .achieve equal
access for disabled students cat
UNM including:

J:.f's

nz:k

w~t yoLL wa./K 0!" C.Vuisa.,

rt'.G kow

yotL pla.y

tl\o. .9a.ma.

• The right to all educational programs,
as well as student activities.
• Therightto training and employment
without prejudice or stereotype,
• The right to determine one's own
future and make one's own life choices.

Please join us in today•$ activities...
equal access for all will only be successful through the efforts
. ofaUofus.

.·
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Sandoval sees depth in track team

_,__. G~8rtJ W8dncsday--.... 1 Stormin Norman' says adjustment
~·umiiJ Hight
vital to basketball team's success

SDGCIAP.
3.TACO BURGERS
3C.HALUPAS

Regular Price: .$3.84

.,..__.: Z.l9

Plus Tax

5pm till closing

'i~~Wia~.
.2.808 Centrai.S. E.

;-----

IT TOOK A
HUNDRED YEARS
TO MAKETHIS BOOT.
Here'S one oft_hc iutc:st style$
from. Fr)'e, It comes .frQm more
thanJOO years o{bcnchcrafting
cxpcrie_nce. Knowing the old srrles
is part of.how Fcyc·-kceps com,mg
up with fresh new styles. Yet
even_ though our styles may change
over the yCafs,.our quality and·
craftsmanship _remain the same.
The best,

Ladies• and Men's

20% Off
lobo·
men's
shop
2120Gentral SE

243-6954

INTERVIEW
On November 26, 1979
* Mechanical Engineering
* Electrical Engineering
* Civil. Engineering
* Nuclear Engineering
* Computer Engineering

All levels
All levels
All levels
All lev!:lls
AIL leV!:lls

Interview with LAI A at Career Services.
LATA is a rapidly growing engineering
vices company that specializes in researc
dev•elopment, test and evaluation (RDT&E) f
and d!:lfense related programs.

LosAiamosTcchaklfAsiocNtet, Inc.
P.O. Box 410, 1650 Trinity Drive
Los Alarnos. New Mexico 87544
Telephone (505) 662-9080

By Martin •lanows~i
Do not be surprised if during
one of the basketball games at
the Pit this season, the Lobos
suddenly run up to the top of the
bleachers and run back down
after the opponent scores a
hwup.
'rhat is the penalty Coach
Norm .Ellenberger has imposed
on his squad in practice every
time a layup is given up on
defense.
"Just keep on going,"·
Ellenberger said, as half of the
team got beat on a bre11kaway
layup by Craig Gilbert. "You
can't give up layups like that on
defense." Half of the play!:lrs ran
sullenly up the bleachers while
the rest got told by ~;~ssistant
conch Charley Harrison that they
were just lucky on the fast break.
This is just one segment of the
wild, wacky, craaazy world of
Lobo basketball, the time of Y!:!ar
when_Albuquerqueans JmdcNew _
Mexico students alike bask in the
glory that this Lobo team has a
chance of winning something,
The New Mexico Lobos motto
of "Make It. Happen" occurs year
round with the players and the
coaches, and the mystique is not
bard to figure out, Ellenberger
thrives on the publicity and his
players have a strong tendency to
lean toward the bizarre and
spectacular in gaining their
publicity.
"I'm not a babysitter, though
Norm Ellenberger
I admit that sometimes I should
be,''
Ellenberger
said.
''Idealistically, the aurora of "You add up your feelings and he subdues some of his ego for
being a .member of Lobo objectives and make them come the success of the team.
basketball goes on 24 hours a day out on the plus side. That's the
"lt- i.akes a long time to change
and the other 21 hours off bottom line in any profession."
a habit that players have been
practice -are more important.
One criticism of Ellenberger doing fqr fiv~ or six years,"
Unfortunately, not all per- has been that he has not recruited Ellenbergsr said. "You can't
sonalities are attuned to this, young players and has depended expect to undo in .three weeks or
though we try to encourage our onjunior,college transfers for the even three months those
players along these lines."
team.
basketball patterns ofhabit. We
Many of the problems for the
"I would like to have players just tty to open their heads to
basketball' players have occurred for four yeats," Ellenberger said, these new ideas."
because of the difficulty in ad· "but you can't always have that
For all the critici~>m Ellenjusting to living in a vacuum and and you have to have the in$ight berger has received, there is one
having private lives observed by to adjust." He. added' tlrat this thing he cannot be criticized for
the public through a bubble, year he had two freshmen and and that is being a fake.
Ellenberger said. He knew of no three sophomores recruited and Everything Ellenberger does on
way to counteract this pressure, next year he hopes to bring in or off the court comes from a
but said that ultimately it had to more freshmen.
genuine feeling inside and is a
be a player's inner self pride that
One problem basketball true expression of his per·
had to prevail as he adjusted to a coaches have is the move toward sona!ity. ·
neW lifestyle.
"I'm a hyper person, very
individualism by many players.
Adjustment is the key to Ellenberger considers it nothing active,. and everything I do is art.
Ellenberger's success as a coach new.
ho.nest expression ·of my per·
and it is what he prea<:hes to his
"Being selfish is as American sonality," Ellenberger said. "I do
players in the style of play on the as apple pie, we're basically an '1' what it takes to get the job done.
court.
'me'·oriented society," Ellen- If it's yelling and screaming, or a
"The greatest thing a person berger said. "The secret is to laid back attitude that works, I
cart do is to adjust, in any teach each individual his role do it, but it's always honest. It's
nrofession,'' Ellenberger Mid. within the organization, so that never a show with me."
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Students Interested in the

MEDICAL PROFESSIONS

GENERAL MEETING:

•

No0n•9Pfft Oo,ll!.
(IO.•d 5\ltU~O!I

Hl Ca'ttl•i•. SE Mob HHf C•nt9f,
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I

El\·dub members that are now
1sf year Medical Students

CHINESE

~ ;th~

Ortega Hall Room 153
Nov•. l9, 1:979 7:30p,.m,.

CULTURE

~?~fs

For more information ·~n ih.e llf\IM pU!;Medlcal Professions
Club, or far Occtip<ltiona/ CQt!nselih!J, 1056Mes.a Vista Hall

UNM, Albuquerque, NM 87131 (505)277·5819

C~NTER (..cp·TAJ ... CHI
MARTIAL. ARTS
.SuppLIES f #3001<5
3015Ctinlral N.E,
Albu~uarqu~.

_

N.M, 87106
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Tilcoma, 'Nash., ,lounn Hudson.
Hudson has nm an 1 Ul in the
lOO·met(•rs and a 24.2 in the 200·
meters, shattering both school
records.
The pentathlon event in indoor
track for women consists of the
high jump, the long jump, the
shot put, the 60-yard hurdles,
and the 880-yard run. The Lobos
have a returner of school-record
performance in Anita Marsland,
who should be even better this
year, and walkon hopeful Susan
Rohr.
The hurdling events should be
strong with Peggy Mallory and
Denise Bailey leading the Lobos
in the short hllrdles and Linda
Meyer and Gail .Bassett running

in t.lw int.(•rnwdiv.L(' hurdlN•.
1'lm~·

long jnmpers should he a
solid addition l.o tlw Lobo.9.
JtwkiP Dnvis has juinped 19'H in
high sd10nl. :md both Dittn~;
W n1T!'n and Mallory ht\Vl'
jumpod more> than 19 fet•t;.
Om• problem that many track
coachc>s have is crrgani7.ing i11dividual track athletes into a
Learn concept. Sandoval has
overcom!l that obstucle nicely.
"We have a philosophy of
excellence here at UNM,"
Sandoval said. "We are each
trying to brenk our mental
barriers to achieve a better
performance in our own event,
'rhe events may be different, hut
the effort is simlliar."

Tlw Lobo woml'n nppn t lwir
Ht'U><nn ,Jan. ::tl with tlw Loho
lnvit ntional. SamlovHl S!li<! tlw
main comtwtit.ion thin j'<'lil' f(,r
th<' Lnhos will t'!lm<' from ll'l'EP
nnd HYO.
"HYU und U'l'Jo:P hav1• sonw
grPnL individual nt.hlf.'t.~R. ''
Handovnl snld. "Wt• hav~ lh<'~
rll'plh of t.~lent this yc•ar to win
[.!)(' over!lll meet..
"You know whutluck is? L11ck
is when preparation meets opportunit.y," the sloganeer said,
Lust yonr's women's outdoor
Lrnc!c team finished fourth in
regionals, and the addition of
new talent may be just the Iudt
the Lobos need for a championship.

the gym and has really been
working hard."
Wilson was out last season
with a neck injury, but Tbomas
said Wilson doesn't seem to be
feeling it.
Thomas also praised senior
Dianne Frew who is "really
coming .along on the balance
beam."
Also returning to the team are
Timi Wad.e and Claire Love. New
faces include Pam Tolliver, from
Eldorado High School, Maggie
Hasbrouck and Sara Sheffer.

80o/o coffon
Danskin tights
Wool blend
tights from
England

"This is the best bunch of new
gil'ls in a long time," Thomas
said. "'l'hey have a positive
attitude and are really pushing,
besides being really hard
workers."

Men gymnasts ready
to become champions

\

j:llwc.ys BuJIIng
Good Books
c.nd
Pc.perbc.cka

.

By Ernest Montoya
UNM women's gymnastics
coach Claudia Thomas says her
team is "anxious and excited"
about the 11pcoming Season.
The 14th Annual Intra-squad
Meet is tonight at 7:30 in
Johnson Gym and the regular
season opens Nov. 24 with the
Sun Carnival Meet in El Paso.
With the ·season opener
nearing, Joanne Jost and Carol
Mora are recovering ftom
shoulder problems and Dana
Eddy is recovering from a wrist
injury.
Thomas said Marilyn Wilson,
a two-time New Mexico State
High School Champion, has
really been showing her ability.
"Marilyn has a lot of determin.ation and aggressiveness in

l

THE
OLD - USED -RARE

national caliber runner in the
middle distance evmots for the
Lobos.
Two returnars that should help
in the distance events are Patti
Kaufmann
and
Janet
Wtoblewski. Kaufmann placed
third in the 10,000-meters
outdoors and Wroblewski placed
third in the 5000-meters outdoors.
In the shot put, the Lobos
should have two standouts.
Terry Helleck, from Anchorage,
Alaska, has thrown the shot 46'8,
while Carmen Smith, a UNM
volleyball player, has thrown it
44 feet. The UNM school record
is 41'2.
The two returners in the
sprints will be Sheri Caton 11nd
Pam Gutierrez, but they may be
challenged by the newcomer from

Top wom,en gymnasts
pre.pari-ng for season.

.I

I
i

"Chiropractic in the
Mainstream of Health Care"

..

!

UNM women's track coach
Tony Sandoval is somewhat of a
sloganeer. His written motto on
the blackboard immediately
catches your eye: "The will to
win is an important factor in any
athletic event, put faJ' more
important is the will to prepare to
w1n. "
"This year's team will .be the
best we've ever had," Sandoval
said. "This will also be the first
year we'll have a regional
chawpionship &s well as a
national indoors championship,"
Sandoval has good reason to be
optimistic, with 13 returnees
from last year's squad including
two All-Americans,
The two All-Americans are
Margaret Metcalf, who placed in
the high jump last year and
Regina Dramiga, who is a

By Ernest Montoya
UNM's men gymnasts are
described as "champions of the
future," and they feel the future
is now.
Th!! men tumblers are led by
head Coach Rusty :Mitchell, Who
has been at the helm for thirteen
years. In that time, he has had
siJ< teams in the nation's. top five
and has won five titles.
Top performers on the Lobo
squad include Steve Jennings,
Ken Hoeg and Tim Day. High
School All-Americans Rick
DeLuca and Scott B:erald will
also represent New Mexico.
.Rounding out the list are
returners Dave Fisher and Tay
Carter.
All·Around competitors in·

elude Mike Means, Gary
Rothroch, Stan Kidd and Louis
Kohl!.
The men open tonight with the
14th An1!Ual Intra-squad Meet at
7:30 in Johnson Gym, Their
regular season opener is set for
Nov. 24 with the Midwest Open
inChicago, Ill.

"With a schedule like that, We
will be lucky to win a meet , "
Mitchell said. "But knowing how
hard the team will work, I'll be
dissapointed if we don't win most
of them," he said,
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The RETURNING STUDENTS ASSOCIATION
endorses Amendment No, l guarantee~ngstudents
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rights regardless of age or hand1cap.
RSA cannot make .an informed decision concerning candidate eridorsement because we do Mt have
enough information about all the' candidates.
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We wish to thank Bill Littlefield for speaking at
~
ot1r meetiftg and Greg j()lles and Pete Pierotti for ex- ~
..
. pressing their il\tcrest In our mee. tirtg. • .
~·
RSA feels that there would have be.cn a more acj
tive campaign artd thatthe. student body migh.t. have
j
been better serVed if ~ere hlld bcenmorecandJdates
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m the field.
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Other season battles will be
against powers such as Southern
Illinois, Cal State Fullerton,
Arizona State and Louisiana
State.
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Quality freshmen join track team
that will nnd up making or breaking the high ~rhool New Mexican to clear 15 feet
By Murtin JanowA)d
in the pole vault, va\llting 15·5.
!Jr•pLh and quality nthl~tes will he the tPum,
A noth1•r pole vaulter for U NM is
"Wn wnnt<'d to get freshmPn that would
kt>y (.o sur•et>ss for the Hl7!J.HO lJNM men's
Russell Metzger, a native of Learned,
h(• with UB for four years," Silverberg said.
incloor t.ruck Lr•um.
Coa<'h Hill Hilvt!rh<'l'g iA optimistic "ThPse freshmen have good, winning Kansas. Metzger vtwlted 16·1 in the
Kansas HelayH.
ahout thP t!'am's c•hnnc.r•s and figures that nt.tll.udes, and at least nine of the
A couple of freshmen from Philadelphia
Anwrkan
athluLns
have
the
possibility
of
t.lw Lobos huvo a good chant:o Lo win the
were high school All·Americans will
who
qualifying
for
theN
ationai.Junior
'!'earn
in
WAC.
hr
competing
for the Lobos .this year.
"In years puHt., we had t.he quality 1!JRO."
Dwayn~
H.udd
was second in the J'unior
Local standouts include Pete Serna of
at.hlr·lr•~. huL no dl'pLh on our team,"
Nationals
in
the
triple jump, and Roger
Hi!vPrlJ!'rg said. "'!'his yrmr, with the !%lorado High FJchool. Snrna won the 8RO
was
the
top
half·miler on the East
Moore
Pxr·pllent frpshmun gro\lp I recruited, we at the state track meet three years in. a rc!w
Coast.
will have thG depth to hack up the talent." and will run some middle dL~tance. events
Alan J ankunus was the European Cross
'!'lw statistir"l r.onfirm Silverberg's for the Lobos.
CounLry champion while Kenny Smith
Grr'g Young of Hig)Jiand IHgh School,
optimism. ltGtuming is senior Jeremiah
won the I<luropean Sprint Championship
Onr~w<w, un All-American last year .at 800 voted the outstanding track athlete at the
nwt.Prs. und junior Fatwell Kimaiyo, the state track meet, is a high jumper, a long with a timeof9.4 in the hundred.
Silverberg also .had success recruiting
WAC hurdh•s champion for the past two jumper, u hutdler and a triple jumper,
some
foreign athletes. Abraham Kivina, a
stundout
Jesse
Valdez,
the
Manzano
yPnrs.
world·
record holder at 5000 meters for
stat<'
cross-country
champion,
and
Other returners include cross-country
juniors,
will be running long distance
dwmpion Kipsuhai Koskci. John Drexler, Farmington trackster Leon Hall, the state
events
for
the Lohos this season. Kivina,
who run on the mile·relay team, long r:hampion at two miles, will add depth .to
as
a
high
school stud!mt i.n l. 97'7, beat
jumpr>r Angelo Collado, and Kevin Evans, thelong distance events for the I.obos.
.
Frank
Shorter
in a two· mile run indoors.
Competing as .a freshman thi_s ye<~r after
a sprinbPr who htls also run in relays.
Silver Ayoo was a silver medalist in the
But. it. is the new frPshmen that red shirting last year is Sandia pole vaulter
African games last year in the 400-meter
SilwrhP~~; has recruited this past summer J<ycl Kendrick. Kendrick was the first

A rare moment to yourself
callsfor the specialflavor ofSuisse Mocha.

Lobos trashed in opener, 91-73

run. Ayoo will he running middle distance
events and intermJ?diate hurdles.
Two Jo'inniHh r\lnners na1ned Antti will
be running middll' distance events for the
J,ohos. Antti Wah ten has run a 4:03 mile
and Antti Peltoniemi has run a 9:00 time
in thP st;eeplechase.
Silverberg expects six more tracksters
to join the team in January when the
second semester start.s. 'fhe UNM track
S('ason opens ,)an. 4 in Long Beach, Calif.,
with the Muhammad Ali Invitational.
This event is open to individual athletes
by invitation only. The first meet the
Lobos will compete in as a team is Jan. 26
at home in the Lobo Invitational.
Silverberg said the J,obos' strongest
ev<'nts will be the relays. Last year, the
Lohos came within two one·hundreths of a
s(•cond of qualifying for the NCAA's,
finishing behind BYU, who won the
national two-mile relay last year.
"We've got a lot of young players who
_arc VE'ry talented," Silverberg said. "How .
quickly they gain experience will be the
difference that co\lld give us a winning

season."

Swimmer
ready for
season

'

''

•·.

By ]Vhrrtin J.anowski
.the scoring was more balanced. game was virt\lally over.
The UNM assistant basketball St~ve Schall Jed the Athletes in
"We didn't pressure the
coaches
were
disconsolately Action scoring with 21 points, basketball enough, we would
sitting in the coach's lounge Marvin Delph had 15 points,
waiting for Lob() l)ead Coach followed by Kevin Heenan with
Norm Ellenherg.er Tuesday 14 and Dan Frost with i2,
night. The Lobos had just been
AlA attempted only two
soundly thumped by Athletes In outside sho.ts in the second half
and only 13 for the game. The
Action 91·73.
"We got beat bad, really bad," Lobos were 13 of 32 from the
Ch11r!ie Harrison said, "The outside.
There were some bright spots
players went in thinking that
they were better than them for the Lobos in the game. Fresh·
(Athletes in Action) and they man f,'U&rd Michael Johnson
came off the bench to settle the
weren't."
The Lobos were scrappy, hut Lobos down early in the game
played sporadically at best and and played solid thro\lghout
the s.tatistics bear out this fact. despite only scorit1g two points.
Larry Hubbard looked like the
Kenny Page and Larry Belin
were the leading Lobo scorers next Lobo post man as he showed
with 21 and 18 points respec- some quick moves on offense
tively, the only Lobos in scoring while scoring six points among
in double figures. But Belin was 8 the towedng AlA players.
'l'l)e Lobos closed the gap to
for 16 from the field and Page 9
nine
points with 7:38 to play on a
for 17, and many of the missed
jumper
by Page, hut after a
shots came from way outside
by AlA, Derrick
wi~h no chance for any offensive timeout
Jackson made a three point play
rebounding.
On the other .side of the court, on a backdoor layup and the

FJwlmming Coach Sam Jones is
confident that the men's and
women'$ swimming teams will
improve in the standings this
year.
'l'he men, who finished fourth
in the WAC last year, are led by
top competitors including seniors
'l'onv Hsu and John Cook,
sophomores Tyler Cant and Jeff
Lathrop and freshman Carey
Carrens.
Hsu recently returned home to·
Taiwan for the country's Olympic
Trials. He won all his events and
s!'t three Taiwanese Olympic
Records.
The women finished sixth of 12
tE'ams in Region 'I last year, and
,Jones says they should move up
to second or third place thls year.
Senior .Janie Copper, junior
Linda Miller, and freshmen I,ori
Mock and Kathy Krause lead the
team.
Three high·school state
champions will dive for New
Mexico under the coaching of
l~ric Jones. 'l'hey are 'rom Doyle,
Ronny Hughen and Karlin Tjelle,
all sophomores.
The Lobo men and women
open the season with a home
invitational Friday at 1 p.m. and
Saturday at 9:30 a.m. at the
UNM Olympic Pool.

Try the inviting flavor of ch~olateY. . .
Suisse Mocha, or maybe CafeVtenna wtth Its
enticing touch of cinnamon.

Finally you can close the door, take off your
shoes and just take it easy.
After a long day, you want to treat yourself to
something soothing and relaxing. .
. . .
Like one of the warm flavors of General Foods®
International Coffees. Chocolatey Suisse Mocha.

Smooth Cafe Francais. Cinnamony Cafe Vienna.
Enticing Orange Cappuccin~:J. Or perhaps~he
minty, chocolatey flavor of Insh Mocha Mint
Now is the time for General Foods Inter~
national Coffees. Their flavors are made for quiet
moments like these.
.
So that you can experience all.five flavors, a
sampler is availabls: inyour campus store.
As much a feeling as a flavor.
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"We made a couple of rUM at
them. but yo\1 can't win a
hMketlmll game that
"

play intense for one minute and
then los() intensity for the next
11nu.e•." H
said,

,,

DAY FEELS
LIKE: IT'S TIME: TO GET TANKED
dt

FLOAT TO RELAX ....... ·. .

1020 Lomas NW No.4
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Ski team prepares year.-round
for winter season competition
By Dave Foeder
SportA training has undergone
many changes in recent years,
and at UNM, the ski te!lm's
training program has kept right
in touch with these changes.
"Getting . prepared for the
winter ski season is now a year
around process," said Alpine
assistant coach Al Ross. "Since
we don't have snow available to
us all the time, we have to train
using many different facilities,"
One of those facilities is what
the slders affectionately call "Mt.
Kenya," a huge sand hill with a
75,degree incline, located behind
the airport east of the University
Sou.th Golf Course. Team
members get a vigorous workout
as they trudge up to the top
before running one-by-one

down through five or six
imitation slalom flags placl)d ten
yards aparL Upon reaching the
bottom, each skier somehow
manages to pllt on the brakes to
prevent barreling through the
awaiting school bus .that tran·
sports the team to and from the
practice grounds.
Ross says this L9 a tremen,
dously good workout for skiers'
legs, as it strengthens thighs and
knees and also gives them a feel
for skiing by moving swiftly and
precisely down the steep incline.
Practice started in September
with weight training, bike riding
and running. Most rnernbers were
training on their own before
practice began, and sorne were
involved in unique programs.
Steve Maynard, a top alpine

~-PUERTOVALLARTA ·

8 DAYS/7NIGHTS

Hockey club goal is varsity s{atus
By Dave FPeder

competitor, trained with the U.S.
Ski Team a couple surnrners ago,
when the team traveled to New
Zealand and Australia to take
advantage. of year-round snow.
Tarmo Hahto, who runs on the
UNM cross-country team in the
fall, keeps in top shape training
and competing with the Lobo and
WAC harriers.
The tellrn attends its first
training camp in Durango, Colo.,
Thanksgiving weekend.
The Alpine team opens the
season Dec. 1 against the
University of Colorado in
Boulder. The men's and women's
teams race in slalom and giant
slalom events,
The Nordic, or ctoss·.country
skiers, will be in Gunnison, Colo.
Dec. 1 to battle Western State.
The men's race will be 15
kilometers .and the women's race
will be 7.5 kilometers. Their:
also be various relay events.·
Top competitors for the Lobo's
this season include rne!l'S Nordic
skiers Tarmo Hahto and Yoppie
Hakenen, both of Finland;
women's Nordic skier Marrit
Pannanen; men's Alpine skiers
Steve Maynard and Steve Yahn,
a red"shirt last season; and
women's Alpine skiers Jill
Walquist and Britta Ostman,.
both members of the Swedish
National Team.
Alpine captains are Yahn and
Judy Lloyd. Nordic captains are
Hahto and Anne-Regine·
Bakstad.
George Brooks is head coach
for the Alpine A·team and Klaus
Weber i:;; head coach for the
Nordic A-team.

For most students at UNM, the list of
college expenses is along one. That's not
to mention the number of non-school
expenses students face during the year.
But for a certain group of men on this
campus,. the expense list is two-fold,
Members of the UNM Hockey Clllb
must foot the bill for all travel and
practice expenS!lS incurred during the
team's 35-garne season that stretches
from Octob<ar to April.
Traveling to places such as Ariwna,
Texas, Utah and Colorado for two or
three-day stints is the major drain on
funds, taking into consideration the cost
of meals, transportation, and lodging:

. Yes, you are seeing right Continental's
running a special introauctory sale on our Sol
·Coast Split vacations. You will spend 8 exciting
days and 7 glorious nights at one of Mexico's
biggest resorts. And as if that's not enough,
we've thrown a lot more in the bargain too.
PUERTO VALLARTA. $59. Includes
7 nights nt the Hotel Pelicanos, admission to
La Onda Disco,. a Yelapa Cruise and a welcome
cocktaiL Leaves Tuesday and FFiday.
LA PAZ. $59. Includes 7 11ights at Hotel
Cabanas Los Arcos with a J5% discount
on food and beverages purchased thete,"a
15.% discount op fishing and a welcome cocktall. Leaves Monday and Thursday.
ACAPULCO. $69. Includes itccommoda·
tions for 7 nights at El Matador Tennis Club,
2 hours of free tennis, Bay Cruise and welcome
pocktaiL Leaves Wednesday, Saturday, Sunday.

LOS C~~OS. $105. Includes 7 nights at
the Hotel Fm1sterra, round trip transfers
and a welcome cocktail..Leaves Monday
and Thursday.
MANZANILLO. $120. InclUdes 7 nights
at the Hotel Posada del Mar with 7 full
American breakfasts, a Bay Cruise and a
welcome cocktail. Leaves Tuesday and Friday.
These unbelievably low prices ate good
only until December 13. Seats are limited,
so hurry. Call your travel agent or Continental
now.at 842-8220, elsewhere in New Mexico
toll free (800) 525-0280. Or write to Continental
Airlines, Sol Coast Split, P. 0. Box 18918,
Irvine, California 92713 for a free brochure.
P,rtccs quot~d ar~ pcr_pcrson double occupancy, Ltntd tuxes and
111cludcd., Rutcs rtot df~::ctiye Noy¢mbL"I" 20•27.

will

- By Stacie Knable
The fifth annual Winter
Carnival will descend ll pon
UNM's carnpllS in Febf\lary,
promising something for ardent
ski enthusiasts an.d frolicking
snow-lovers alike.
As in previous years, the
carnival featllres a skier's ·delight
- three days of .competitive
skiing, this time atop Sandia
Peak, along with various social
activities.
However, the 1980 carnival will
rnark the inception of a week-long
set of campus festivities
preceding the skiing weekend.
Students are invited to attend
fashion shows, ski clinics a.nd

If you're interested in studyi
law at a quality school in one of the. fastest
growing legal environments in the nation,
come by and talk with us. Weill be on
campus with helpful information.

The UNM Ski Team will be
busy all month cutting,
logging and transporting
Christmas trees from the
backcountry for the team's
first fund-raising Christmas
·tree sale.
Ski Coach Klaus Weber said
persons interested in snp:
porting the team by buying a
tree can place an order all
month through the DNM Ski
Team oflice.
Trees vary in size from four
to 12 feet. Price for home
delivery varies from $12.50 to
$35, depending on the tree

Thursday, November 15
8:30·11:30 a.m. & 1:30-4:00 p.rn.
Career Services Center Room 2131

size.

SU()JCC[ 10 change Without priOr noUCc.

YOU SHOULD SEE US NOW
N.llli1bl~ Mll~ic

Cu.l11c, Ltthl En lei'. Inc.

.slzes smaU, medium,
large

QUAUTY C~ME~A ~EPAI~'

$24.50
· colors black, pink,
brown

'fhe Proud Bird with the Golden 'fail.

CONT,NE;~TAL.AIRLI.NES
8:
U.S.A./Cuhndn/Mextco/HuwnuiM•cronc.lul/Atostral•a/Ncw Zealnnd/Ftjt/Smnou/~nd the Orient.

mon-trl 7:30.;.5:00
Sit
9:00.1:00

1$3 Win rock Center
I

Classic
Sweater Unitard
With or without
stirrup around
instep
Wiruock store

, , :L

Find)ng dayli!lhldown the s.ideline or
from behtnd the end zone,you'll find the cheerin'
of every Pepsi Generation making the
·
most out moment. And when time-out's calfed,
they catlfor plenty of Ice-cold Pepsi.
Cola. BL!t Pepsi People ar.en't just sports fans in the
sladtum. They'rf;l ktds m Pepst.Cola's Yot~th
Sports Program -teaming sports skills today
they can use for a lifelime.
Kids learning to love the excitement of all sports
each and every day: Kids learning to
· .make-each day a Pepsi Day. You can,
too. C'mon, C'mon, C'mon
and Have a Pepsi Day.

oniy

Disco Display

FREE ESTIMATES
505·24:1-6776
·stOJO hours

Stockham, a defensernnn, is close behind
with 12 points to his credit.
Goaitending duties are shared by Mike
Lofgren and Albert KastiUo, who play
equal time in the goal, Stocldmm says
both play olltstanding go11l, and are keys
to the t.ea.m's defense.
There have been few disappqh'ltments
for the club so far, but one setback occurred when StockhQ.m was forced to
bre!lk up one of the team's top two offensive lines t.o make up for a hxck of
quality d0.fensemen, With the two for·
ward lines intact, Stockham feels. the
Lobos have the best scoring attack in the
league,

-workshops, -films,- a mid-season __ Assistant- Alpine -Coach_ Larry _
ski swap, and a Carnival Beer DeLisi said. "We want to include
Bllst and Dance.
everybody, from beginners up. It
Ski coach George Brooks, a will bEl a nice, loose .atmosphere
rnernber of the committee - not overly competitive," he
Derwin Williams lost no time in establishing himself as a top Lobo
coordinating the event, said the said.
addition of the "campus counreceiver. After lJ games, Williams has caught ~0 passes for 236 yards
The carnival will offer several and one touchdown, an incredible average of 23.6 yards a catch.
tdown" "shollld .make the Winter
"fun
races" be.sides the standard Williams scored the go-ahead touchdown for the Lobos on u 77·yard
Carnival as exciting as the
races. These include ,tubing and pass from freshman quarterback David Osbome.lnst Saturday against
flomecornings of old."
as well as a booze CSU. Williams finished the day with four catches for 120 yards to lead
'hot-dogging,
And in keeping with the
race
for
those
who like to mix. all Lobo rec!livers in .pass reception. yar<lage. The 6-foot, 3-inch, 110grandest
Homecoming
drinking
with
skiing.
pound .freshman ftorn Brownwood, Texas, is listed in the Lobo pre•
traditions, UNM will pick a
Winter Carnival Snow Queen
Entry forms and tickets for the season program as a defensive .back. Receiver conch IWbert Ford
during the skiing weekend.
Winter Cartiival, scheduled for turned young Williams into a wide receiver. Williams was a secon<l·
The skiing competition in- F.eb. 3·9, are available at the ski string b!lckllp receiver to William Owens after the injury to Ricky
dudes both Giant Slalom and office in Johnson Gyrn, B•38. A Martin early in the season. Owens was a two-time Ali·State safety for
cross-country races. All level $10 fee Will grant entrance into ail Brownwood High School and was named .to the 1979 Texa!! Football
Magazine Super All-State Tearn.
skiers are welcome to enter, races and activities,

lltrf~rc not

© l')(lS.llJ(~l) Cy Coh.:nwn, Ontllthy Fir;ld'i.

scheduled for Friday at 10 p.m. and
Sntutday at 8 a.m. against the BYU
Cougars at Iceland Arena. Cost is $2 for
11dults a,nd $1 for children.
Stockham says this will be the meeting
of the conference's two best sqllads, and
the games will probably determine the
team to beat for WAO honors.
The sixteen-member tenrn is made up
mostly of Albuquerque residents pills
players from Boston, Ohio, Illinois, ·and
three players from Cana!:la, the world's
factory for hockey players,
Forwards Mark Thompson and Tom
Marinsek are the top scoring duo, ellch
tallying 15 points in four games.

Fifth .annual Winter Carnival offers
week of festivities for snow lovers

Ski Team
will 'sell
X-mas trees

NOW YOU CAN SPLIT WITH THE SOL COAST SPUT.

Practice sessions, held three times a week,
£ost $45 an hour for ice time.
Playercoach Dwight Stockham,
realizing the extra financial burden on the
members; .said ''That's just the way
hockey players are - dedicated, They
want to play hockey so they do whatever
they have to do to pay for it."
The Club will be pushing for varsity
status after this season, Stockham said.
The· key to reaching that goal, he says, is
the team's Sllccess on the ice and the
amoUnt of support they ~et from f11ns at
horne games.
The Lobo icers have a4·1 overall record,
and are preparing for a key WAC contest

883-8887

,l

-- ~~

\·;·,
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Arts
1.

German actress to sing Thursday
By P1rmcln Livingston
ShH has boon liknncd to a
German Joan f!a.ez. She sings
songA with a humanitarian
message und incorporates the
tli<mter style that the songs'
fnmous auchor developed. 'rhe
woman is Herlin·born actress and
singf'r Ina Wittich. As Baez has
l.ourod a11d sung to change
people's views on human issues,
~ ttlo )1•s W'tt' h
t · m ·kn
"o ..
~
.I · lC. . ~ · o
a ~

Americans aware of German
cultu~o .and th,e socialisthumall;anan philosophy. of
Germa~-.born poet, playwnght
and lyrtCJSt, Bertolt Brecht.
1'~e. West B<;rlin stag~,
tcl_evJSion and mov1e actress W!ll
h;I,ngt to Keller Hall Thur~da,y
mgh a p.rogram" of Brechts
works entitled,
Change. the
World: It Needs It." The
program
a.fter
one· of
· · ' named
·
·

Brecht's songs and sponsored

j~int!y by UNM's Comparative

L1teroature Program and the
Mus1c J?e~artm~nt, .starts at
8:15. W1ttwh Will . smg songs
from ,~recht's "Three Penny
Op:ra, among t~e~ Mac/1 tlw
gill(''• and .compositiOns by Kurt
Well! (w1th whom Br.echt
collaborated) and Hanns E1sler,
to whose music BrecM set his
song·s ·

Ina Wittich, left, practices with her accompaniest, Roz. Barrajas, for a workshop to be held
Friday. (Photo by John Chadwick)

"Brecht was one of the most
important authors in Germany
and in the world," Wittich said.
"He was a social democrat, a
humanitarian; he wanted to help
the weak and the helpless. His
style of theater has been influential on theater everywhere."
Brecht was indeed influential.
His plays, which addressed the
social ills of his time, lead some of
I'
·
his countrymen to be 1eVe h1m a
revolutionpry. Brecht was exiled
from Germany by the Nazis
before World War II. He found a
brief refuge in the United States,
settling in. Hollywood, California.
But he declared himself a
Marxist, was investigated by the
U.S.
House Un-American
Activities Committee, and. was
once again forced to leave. He
returned to East Germany • where
he died in 1956.
His legacy is long-lived and
far-ieach,ing: Clilc-ano filrm·-laoor
groups have adopted Brechtianstyle theater as a tool for attaining better wages. and working
.conditions, The first farm·
workers' theater group, Teatro
Campesino, helped Cesar Chavez
unite farmworkers for this
common goaL And the rock
group, The Doors, recorded
Brecht's Moon of Alabama.
Wittich said that one of
Brecht's major contributions to
theater was incorporating the
audience into the performance. ln
Brechtian theater, the audience is
urged to participate. "Brecht
showed reality. He showed the
contradictions of being h11man

\?

mtccp!ltlt1

\~ ·~.

2.94·011\.

and how to change those contradictions."
In keeping with Brechtian
style, Wittich keeps theater
lights on so she can see faces in
the audience during her own
performances.· Her object, she
says, is to establish visual us well
as oral communication; through
this method the theater piec<;l
&pproaches ~eality. Members of
·
.
.
.
the
aud1ence
cannot
escape mto
a
fantasy, while watching a
spectacle on stage from their
comfortable seats in the
darkness. Sometimes audiences
fee) uncomfortable, she said. But
the Brechtian method imparts
messages with an impact that
cou)d not be achieved were th!!
audience only passively involved.
Wittich uses a talking-singing
style in her performances called
·'f?rc·r·h/.f<'-<rtnf{, The idea, she
says, is- that Brecht's emphasis
was on words, not music, Words
are also her priority.. For this
reason. she will sing most of the
them Pira/1'
songs' among
""""."• A hortion iH Tl/l'g<l(,
TTnl/y11·ood RleK,V and Change the
Wnrlrl: Tt Ne~ds Tt, in English.
She will be accompanied .on piano
by Steven Binder of San.
Francisco.
Wittich will sing in Getman
Friday for the UNM German
Club. The club is sponsoring a
Brecht Workshop, which'will be
held Nov. 16 at 3 p.m., in the
Ortega Hall reading lounge. She
will be accompanied on guitar by
Roz Barajas.

t.

"STUDENT .NIGHT"

lOo/o OFF Total Bill

with this coupon
Open for Lunch and Dinner featuring:
Rijsttafel, Loeinpias, Sate, and Curried Dishes

Scottsdale Village

(t:Otncr O.Ci.!ilbliUk·& Cu~ul¢lai'IU)

t.'Ou1m1t expires
Ci)d

,,r~!lh!$tCI"

UN'M'\ ArtsiJ,ilcr;JTy mni;nTfne on ,sale now it1
M.urrun Hall ~m. lOS, UNM UDQkstorc. $2,0Q
tfn
C'ONTM'TS11?

-

WITH SPECIAL GUEST STAR

ASUNM Film Committee
Proudly Presents

KOOL AND THE GANG

Nationally Known Filmmaker

(LADIES' NIGHT, TOO HOT, HANGIN' OUT)

AND ADDED ATTAACTION

PLEASURE

GARY DOBERMAN
LIVE INP,ERSON
Wed. Nov.14
a:ooonly
.

ASUNM Students $1.75
Gen.$2.25
(Includes 50o speakers fee)

UNION (SUB) THEATER
Thurs. Mov.15 Olympia

Fri. New. 16
livery Man For
HlmseH, And God
Against All

~

';

;.

"

~--

& SOLUTIONS.
tfn

pASSPORT& IDENTIFICATION PHOTOS.1 for
S:l.7S!! tuwc~t prlc;e!i in JQW!ll Fa~t, pl!::!lslng, ncar

UNM. Cal\

265~~444

or

com~

to 1717 Ofrard l}lvd.

NF.:.

tfri

PR~ONANC\'

247·9RI9.

1'_ESTI.NG &;.COUNSEI~INO.-PhQne
trn

ARTISTIC'! CREATI VB? CONCEPTIONS Soulh·

we~1 i~ _nOw accCptln~ submi~siQO:> -ro·r olir 1979-.M
or l,INM'~ on1)' i.'nmpllS·Widc am/lilc;-rar}.'

~~~ue

UNM Press Booksale.

THIS WEEK ONLY

publkation. We n~cd. poetry, flc!h:m; art,
nh()j(lgraphy,_ sculpture, Iewdrcy~ muslc-. dance,
p)ay'>,-ac. Subm11to Marron Hall, Rrn. lOS.
lfn
GIRLS, OUYS UNDER _:~_g~ -~· .Don 1t buy auto
ino;uranc;c until you chcl:'l\ our rww rates. 266-_82.11,
243·.S52S. AlbcrrOallcgaJ>-.Ai;endcs,
lfn
CONTRIBUTE TO CLEAN air.
tfn
UNITY Of MANJ;.iNO discussinns on the- UalLii-'1
f;Lith, Rm. 2~oe,-suu. Frll.lny 12:J0.-2:00.
·.1 t/14
THE ESTAUI .• JSI-iMENT-Thc E.sJn'b1l~hmem, The
s~~~bllshntcnJ. Happy liOLir will! lttlt'h Shor!CT. 5:JO.
8:)0, d:mce·to Street Tnlk I}:CXH;30 downst~irs, The
J'!~tAbli~hnu:ril. San Mateo:undMontgorlli:r:Y.
rrn
QJ~SKS S3P; HciOKCASEs; TAUI..ES, origirlnl
hiwl.lo;rM1cd do;r;or. Hnrvard V;triety, 1.34 Hnrwud
SE.
IIIlO
VOTE Jlll.l.. l.fT'r!.l!FI.r;!.I. ,D-ASUNM Senator~
!1/14
ASSISTANCit N!!.EDEP: For
hc;tUad)c ·!itutJy in elinic:lll research. Dirrcrcnt drugs:
rtr~ h~lilS comrmrcd for du::! trealnient or scvcrchctitliiJ:ht;~. Thi~ rc~earth is not r11ndc:d by a srl\_nt.
Vollll'llecr!\ _iltC o<:c~cd -who tltcwillin·s to dc_VQIC a rcw
hntlrs c_nc)J ~·ccJ.: tQ ltclp organil:e this Sludy, anyone
\\•ho Jo; i11tc:n·st~ in p;~rtidi'Jating should tall Alisa1
-271-'3~42.
11/14
PERRY'S (CEL.'S) P1ZZA lipagllcl\iantl rr;catsaucc,
$L.SO. On c.cntr::al ucm~li from UNM.
\IllS

RnsEARC'H

NOV9-10

r~ov

11·12·13

girl
friends

.
A
nu:

crum:"·~iut

.

~·

..

t'OK CAMQOf)IA 'S SUFFERINO

••• for .our

awarelrc~~ .•• 11aM
fpr
L~th-(w:uch rfli'-ltlblc i11

World Harvc!i"t Nov,
the SUU}-Ri_cc & ll'tt.meal :it
llnVivointhc-SUO..i!lllPOn.
ll/14
PR(.;.f,;H!DICAL PROH:SSION Club Will hold Jt
SC!l~r';.l meeting_ Nov. 19, 1:30 P·l11• in -Ortega 1~3.
f.l~:t•ti~111 w.ili b~ held, Delle Pilichi Wlll -s·peak on
c:hir(lptn..;.ti¢'. Re{Urtlitl& c~·mcmcbers Who arc in hi
yc;tr mcdicnJ.;chool will al~o$pc:nk.
11/19
JAZZ ("0NCHR1\ TliEl.Mt\ ~·Dolll''' Baker. Alma

Non'M7:o0
UI'IINIIT'iGd 9; 1&

ht

TDDAY'S CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS

1 Move
rapidly
5 Digits
9 Flavorful
14 Top-drawer
15 Span
16Wadlng bird
17 African nut
18 Zhivago girl
19 Linoleum
Ingredient
20 Compass
point
21 Oct. I 0,
1977:2
words
23 Keeps
waiting
25 Have- ---In
one's
bonnet
26 Possessive
word
27 Possessive
word
29 Obstruction
32.Censure
35. Relocate
36 Shrivel: Var.
37 Wing-like

46

~~~~~~~~.

48 Modified
52 Choices
56 Exrst ·
57 Strong plant
fiber
58 Good-by:
Informal
59 Entrance
SOWard off
61 ----and
Andy 62 Disney
characters
63 Explosive
devices
64 Al this time
65 Male animal
.DOWN

1 Simulated
2Unbound
3 Water body
4 In-between
meal
5Ciaws
6 Verbal
e)(ams·
7 Unbleached
8 Empty
pretense
par.t$
9 Washes
38 ForcefUl
thoroughly
39Aibacore
1 0 "Only "'
u
40. Makes lace
I
1
Balle!
41 USSR clly
figure: 3 ·
42U.S.
words
president
12 Amazon
·A3Emmet
cetacean
44 VehiclE!
13 Reject
45 dhOm
21 Toronto or

UNITED Feature Syndicate
Tuesday's PuzzleSOhted:

~
1
~7.ifo

~:eJ:il

with J<1ltn Truiu nrtd !)at\ Dowling. Nov. )8 8 p.m.
Albuquerque Actulemy, Tlekc1ma~ku:r.
11/16
('OPVIN(:f, 'UINDING OF dafl.s. nOICS; docttiJlf;'IJI.S,
rmper~. C'mtom cover~. Profcssionol touch at low
pri~·~·~. Jl'rt~tliO Ptc~o.~. I:JS lhtrvard SE,
ll/20
C;OPlfiS. COPIES. COJ"IFS! Quality ima,tr:- -on
qtwli~>· paper. Fa~\. Guarantetd~ Also. -bindint.
tran~p;trcnk~~.type~etlin&. dc~ign. Ptcmto Pre<~:~. l)S
-lhlr,nrtlsr~,
11t2o
ARTIS TS-·IS \'OUR work harming yottr hcahh or
int\:11111.' chc-'~ health'? Bring ~our quc~tlont; to tl
ml~twork,hup on ln11ard<~ ln th~ AriS; Frid:ly. 9 ;.~.m.
·til ·n:t~(ln, ~oo1u 24~. Art 11uildi!1g.
11116
WANTF.D: PHW DOARO rn~mbcrs. Applications.
!1Hiiht11k' m Mc~a V.i<itn tOS7. /\pplkntlo_n· dc;~dllnc
Nu\~ITI~(:r 15lllfS

•==T.:"'

tiA"NSdN~~.rrnooTs,--,1fB()model, i;;lf:'lmcdtntt'-~competniOn lltml~. l\m Slf>(l, lifll ~89.

'{lrl\"''ill&~(

6970.

lntion~. pte~~lltn!.ion'i.

12/04
12112

TYPING, 277·6404, 266·4567.

ATTHNTION: Nl!W PAJlENTS and ran::n\~ o_T, OJlf

Wniting. LiM plea~~,:: n:sls1.er for fllii·Lime ~:uc ~mh'•
vi~h

Room JOSS

M~:~

Vis111.

U;),U, M·P.1:30-5:~·o. We tJC~d ~hlldrcn ~gcs 3 to 6.
11/'16
11116

.lOll HUN1'1NO? PRIWARE your own re~ljme
pl'Ofl"i~ionally. Sct1d ll, SARR/\Il 1 llox: 19(13-1.,
Alhtl(IL\cr_qlfc, New Mexico, 8710).
I \1-"J.i

4.

HOUSING

l'HF ..CIT/\tll!t-SUI'ERlJ location nenr UNM &
~owJifi>W!l.

nus scrvkl!: t;"i:r~ 30 mimues. I bedroom
or efrkicnr.:)'\ StiJS.$260. All utllitli!S paid, Deluxe:
kl1chcn with di~hwtt.\ln:r f,l :dispoSal, rccrcation·roam,
~wirnming popl, TV -room&;, lnunL!r:)'. Adutl c:tl>rlplc:~~:.
1\tl ('ICI'i, 15W lJ11iversily NE, 24J •. :l494.
tfn
A UP.AI,JTIFUL, UNIQUE, Orlc bedroom 1i(Wtmcll[

with living room,

I~Jq;:c

khche11, bathroom, -and
11/14
ri!MAL!l ROOMMATe WANTED 10 sh:ud 'two
h~ri)()ni :1ri. Clo~C lO t;mlljms-. ltcn.stmablc·rrnt, tJulet-lll)ighbothood. Clnlrc,_cverring$, 262·0428.
I IllS
ROOMMATE AVAII.ABLE--M/\1'-E sUidcnt. 26,
'iet'k., hou\t:'~$100/morl!h plus bills. (neg,):-Rir:yde
Ul~lllrl.:l:', guragc ~pace fM lllOinrL-yde-nlcc:. D~nl~.
uppli311!.!C~

tumr lJNM. $178, 294·1277.

J44-51ll.

.

.

.

lUIS
:one.
lx-drMm, heat paid, low dcposii, 262.J7.SL Vnlley

SINGI,r~s !Wtte''IAI., $'125,

FURNlS!lED,

Rcrmtls.$J5rcc~
11/16
lJTIUTif:S PAID. ('A!{PE"fFP one bl!4room, lttsh
fcn~etl. accr;l}litlg
Rcnllll~;, $35 fcc.

lll\4

·:iTi~fl~;tNF p~-IN(l[.Si\W~~"-JTii.j

KIN}I:O''l TV PING Sl?.-!l.VI('F OUM Sck"ttricl and
11aw 1 mhnnc PM6f'\U( f'Jmll15, No -app!,'limnt¢1tt.
,'2:CJR.R515. W.e do key~.
_ trn
GUITJ\1~ 1 ESSON$: ALl. 51YI(5o. Mi!Ti:'s (luHar
.c;tudi\,.Z65,J.ll$.
tfn
QA 1'YJi-JN0 S~RV'Jc_i~, A comnlete .\Ypln~ .nnd
:~dit~riul ~ystent. T~Cill\tC;\1, general, \c_sa),. mcdu:nl,
-~~.:linJa~;1ic. ("_hart~ &.:H~bl~'i. 3_45·212~.
(12/0ti
THANK:satvlNo DINNER: JS C'OURS1Jsorhon;
c.:nokr..'d. gMdl~:~. mli)' $.5~95, Thunkli&ivtng 0ay1 1:00
r.m. ~~~~~:rvaJion~ li11'01181l' M!p,&C~Ic:d. The Morning
Glnry care. Z6R·-'11HO,
11_11\
EXPERIENCED, AC"C'URATE- ·rYPIST: lerm
jlitpi!rs, lclttrs, r~-~Lunes,_ n\M'lUs~ripts, -~c. P14·0t (i1 ~
11./04
THE:.SI:S, I_)I~S~RT/\TION, Tl!RM pilper iyping,
Cn11_25.S·fl77fi. Arter 6 p.m., '26,·_4()22.
11/J_4
TYPIST..:.rHRM P'r\lllH~S. lhesi!t, resumes:. 299-

C-twact 277-J)(i$ Qr

lliRH'f

j()()_-Mol'ning~ld.~

pm 1 SIOO, 262·1751.

Valley

J l/)6
Wr:J L Kl~P'f, CtHAN ~l1c\lroam, modern 'kitchen,
-C!nldrii'tl rinc. $1 S0.162·17$1. Valle)' Rem.fll!i, SJS fee.

St7r:,61•'2 ·-R"I~i Aru:rsr.ni,..14'i.()(~
11.JI5
11:-r:JNJS~~v,<.'KFt. ('1'i[AF,ln .soft-.--li/6
1j . ('J~I 64,000. \\'1'1 L fCHJIPiiifJT lJ,OOO
h·Cnill!'.~· ~17"1%8-~r

2.Ci6-SrJSS. Gre_g,

____ I f/19

J'"ii76-YAM~"i'sl·~toKr·, :~,Ocxf milt:s.-(1~-ocl
!:lltH.lilion, SftOO. C;tll. 2M- ll)ilfi qflt•r

~ ilfll

\\.I.'Chlld~.

lllnrhlng,
11/1 !i

M\.JS-Jl·f.-tAN-ilMi_S' $4~0- ClAtl.W~~rr bns~
~mnHru.•r,

250 \\.'IHh, SHO.

471•87"-~•

or 47J.J40'i',

Santil.Fe.

Hlt9

1914 FirS •iB.~rixdiiTiwrcoNiiiTiON.«.
~e.Hcn\' ·tHi~ mili1gc--. $1500. Cilll.fl31·l:'iCJ9nrtcr 1 r-m·
11/l .~
l97K FIAT

t24. SPORT. ~~NGIN1~ r-uns g(xid. 2nd

gl'ar hrPk<n.-siS()Q, Ca11R8J·M21 Jlru~r61f,1n, ll/19
("Ol'lf~~-, LAR..<H! I~OHMAT. rcduedons. l'hotns,
grctll pnpcrs. Rcsilltll:!i. llws~. dh~~:r•

Mnl.c h loot good!
IJR l·lllrvnrtl SF.
SkiS, HHXII!I. IWXCEtF.JtATOR ISO C!ll.
C!)d.l93~8824,
_
Pte~~.

Pronio
t 1/ZO
'2 -y~ar~

lJ/20
'W'Q(jo FOR SAl.F. rh•e~·$15, l1 inoo·-$100:
Oit!\··-·SI4.S. C'.nll "Kcun>'• 26'2.·0t"\'T or DH•nc,. '}.77.

:'EL,__

6.

1\IH

EMPLOYMENT

A<illRESSIV!i I)EI'DNOAI!l.r IIOOKKI'EI'l'R:
G~:ncrnl ICcl~::.:-t" .e;;,,r:ri~nce rt!qiiittd. Hours nexible.
41CkJSllvcr SE. S11itc A.
-11/14
!'ART·i.JMU JOU, gmtlnnle S\IHJCillS flnly. /\ftef.
t10UI1!0 ~nd e1--·ening~ Mwu bti~,bletowork friday and
')tilutday nighl5. Must ~ 21 )'t'iH5 old. Apply in
per~on, htl rlh'lne c-aU~. plea~c_. ~itllt"wuy l iqu~r
Stur"'l' -nt 5704 l-t~rila~> Nit, .SSIG ~en~ll_NB.

J-'..Q.!!

7. TRAVEL
NH:IJ A tr'AGSI!NO~R tn help Whh lff;IVI:'I C"XJICnG<~?
Ad,·crli~e in th!i_D_AILN I.onOdas\lfi~-dst~·Uou. tfn

8 .M.I.S.'CI~[.l.ANE'OU.S
-------·;___;_,.·c--------. •.

_

_ ~ ...

....

WATI;RllHO l'UOM WATEkrRIPS~:Si89buy~you
11 d11rk wnlnuHinined lnune, 2) ~llfciY lim:r. 3) 'hellier
& thcnllr"ln!. •1) t1liY !iirc hltiUrcs• Wilh ·.11-yr"
,gll!lrantt•c" Wn!enrirn, 3401 C(nti'nl NH.
03/ll
T)ON'TMISS YOUR thauceto Mtll up fo.r lhc.sctwo
~our~r~. whkh were ptdl-lcntnlly omiltt:d (tolit 1hc
pfcJin\itlllr}' ~llrill¥. -~helllllt M C.lit_m:s. (;reck lOI1
Plcmcntar):' Orec~ 1 MWft~ 9:00·11:5:0. Robin. Ot<el:
14\ Gr.ct".k aod Ro1nnn Com~y 1au~lu it\ .l!nsli~h
Wt•Hltttiort,T·ih.2:00·J:I5 1 Robin.
11/14
~Tlll)ENTS WHO UAVI:! no1 thdr 'F11U u; curd
c<;h\)ttlll thct:~ with RcgiMralion C"~mct, Jlandclicr
JI/Ja
F;N.

11/16

FJNr:t .-y FURNISHI.lr>, TH1ltW bcdrol)ln, den,
l:i.lrrctillJh fcnC'cd, kld~. "Pel~. $~00. :262·1'751, Vnll!!Y
n~rllal~. SJ!i- f~;c;,
t 1/Hi
MATURE M•F WANTED-to shnrc: honie 2. block$
rwm -~·;lrnpll't -own loJOm~ bath, f)Utking, SIJ5. 24)·
4:!,41 ht:fMe 9, C\·ening~.
1~ 1!9
liEAlJTJH-11 SttACIOUS STUDIO aprtrtntcnt.
hrcplowc. flll.rkltJg • .$22.~. 293·0S!S, dayJi.,
1J /19
Nf·W A.Pl~, f In l\', ·rrom -UNM. -tnrg.e l bdr.
unfmtL ;;lpl'>., comrrlclely t"'.trpctl:'d and dr~rt:d+ All
ilJ'IrH;rtlc~:..- indurJiJl& dt~hwa~hcr, l.:'(l"te_fed park1r1g"llTJd

Jnd;cd -..tnril!tt- urc;i for eilc11 tcnnnr, S270/mol11h.

lf•M Orand NE; (':~II Jolin a1 J]ergcr Briggs, 241~

~.14

- -

f.l/30

N-t~W 1\VO u.r;t)ROOM apattment. 4•]'1lt:'ll $:ZOO
m~n11J. $75 dcunaklc-dcpmit. 265--148! CYcillng_~. 122

2.

Ocnt:lill Sotner.,.·c11 Ni!,

LOST& FOUND

I .1120

TWO 81 dCKS 1"0 UNM. - J. iltg.c nne hcdroom,

lllotlcrn nnd dean. n-o JX'I"i.

lhilitl~

·p;rh.l, S205

CAl ('lii.ATOR~ FOUND! TEXAS lnst. & Hcwl~it
m_onthly. $1&5 d:J_tnugc de{ltl~it. 206 'l•rinc:tton SE.
fla~k:ml plu.,- vne --progrninril:ibfc mm.M "found la_st -- 2:c;;,-.!JOI1 m lfiB.tJDM.·
1:1/iO
StJ"If. I() & claim, ('{vii l!ngfncc-rin_g, Wagntr Hall.
~H.\ftE ATTRACTIVE f'URNISIU~D hou~c will!

Rrnllll Ill.
tfn
I_05T; IiURCIUNPY WOOL pont:ho on <'~fiperwest
ull.lnh·c:r'>ity. Reward. 294-3401.
11/1~
I~OUND: L.EATHER ANO W(Jol Cl'lill & .Insulated
vc<>l nt ·rc(ty's Piu:a.. Clnlmnt Marron Hall lOS,

·~=~=:::--;;7:=:-;--:::==-c:::.-;~t=t'SIS
i.OST: Smi(O WATCH, stainleSs steel. Reward

~lUll~
~

toledo

42 All-Star

22 Unmasked
Game team
44 Rain-snow
24 Buenos ----mi~tures
27 •c·"" out:
45 Be agrees-

Sank a putt
28 Sin
30 Plsa's river
31' Stingy
32 ··-- pro•
c::essing
33 Liveliness
34 Alberta and
texas
ranchers
35 Extra
36 Rural
crossover
38 ···--cell;
Energy
·maker

bie
47 Burning
48 Doer
49 Entertainment
medium
50 Heath
genus
51 Dissuade
52 Perambulator
53 Star sitar
player
54 Greenland
settlement
55 RehOWn
59 For. of!lcer's
title

Mfetc<f, Ca11292-i 93(, .or 8~11~J2fl6·, Ask for Oa~·c-.
11/16
FOUND: t"=i!,'MAl.l~ DARK btoWn cat about two
ycaHI_o!tl. Ha~ white neck. Ca112S5·30t6.
11116
I.OSTiSTAR SHAVED turquOise pin. -Reward. Pat,
24V.Itl00.
J tll6
r:ouNO; MALE DARK brown kincn, 4 months;
.;car Sirtnrord-Lc:n.l intcrscctio_n. 25$•5016.
trn
FOUNO: IN· MEDICAL. Scic:m:u Libt.Jii"y, a
ctili!ulat(lr•.lridCntifY ancf tlairtl. Gary, .247·9800.
Ar,e_~norm~,.~77~7(}t.4~
11./IS

rton·~il1okcr"'>. Marg:m:t -and Uob, St30. 268·3864.

11127
NOW A.VAI\..ABLE, SHORT ll:rrrl occupancy, On.c,
1\\'!i. lhrce- }jcrJtoOW'I avt. Small pet, thih.lrCri. Pool,
..;11111 a, c:~crr:i~e room, tcmtls courts. Sco;udt)'· gtlnrdji,
~nrnc- tlrcJ'I~ac.:c~. R~ilt fmm S220. Call sst-91153~
Ml'in.•Fri.,R-'6.Si\l.·Sun.,I0-6.
11121

5.

Makers of
Made
Indian Jewelry
OLDTOWN

FOHSALE

HOME PLATE
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Wl'l11 'flUS <".Ot:l'IJN
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ASUNM Fall1979
General Election
is today

·i(

Vote tor the candidate(s)
of your choice.

;

VOTENOW

*

Sat. NC)V. 17
Buster keaton's
The Navigator

1'01-JSHINO

Cil~ey()pll~(!,l Cotnp;my26S~S846.

w ... _ ..

.

tfll

SPRIN(l .1979 CONCEPTIONS SOUTHWEST,

. . Indonesian Cuisine
Also Anteriean Disltes
~,-::·~ Dinner Starting at 82.95 ~~'},:
~ ··=·~ '"
Wednesday Night is
"""''""c""'

'293-2500

MmUT ton•
nbonion. Rh,thl Hl Choose.

INfORMATlON

~tcrili.t'utiun,

SKATrUOAIUlS,

(mill. r\lRtlttl'nctiti"l!f, ~e:c ~hnw mom,
Nl,· ~-fr ,,,_tn. !~O<;;ll~.t;._l:}1G._

3. .SERVICES

PERSONALS

ACClJRA'fl:

Restaurant
N AJtthetdie

J·

- = ->±

Rill ll'liSl;i\TfS,

Classified Advertising
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NewMexicoDailyLobo, N.ovember14, 1979

We're the
cross-country

experts!
Rent an

..• .....
-~

I-

e

expertence ._

"'

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .,

$io··~££

i
~
!
f
~·

on Bonna 2200 PC
Mica no wax skiis.
Reg. $89.00
with coupon $79 .00
good until Dec. 31.

IIi•

·-·"•·

- '•. ' .·-· --:....:"
~ ..J
·•· .......',•:J

R('nf to buy pfan-:-'We believe that an Investment in quality skl equipment
deserves t.arcful1hought about your needs for the type of skiing you will be doing.
If you arc just beginning, we therefore encourage you to rent before you buy. We
rent whaf we sell and maintain our quality rental equipment on a weekly basis.
Om E.! you have a feel for what <:ross country skiing ls ~til about, then you can
d1«H)!ei!.' vour !!quipmcnt. To make if easier on your pockel book you may apply
mw \IWeltt·nd'G rent.ll rate towards the purchase of a pair of skis.

1'.................................................

..

. _,-- , ..•.
: ••• _4'..
II

!
~

Rental Rates
Ski, boot, and poles
Children's Ski Outfit
Skis only
Boots only
Snow shoes
Ski racks
Service Rates:

E

~

'

-~.

Weel<end
fri-Mon
$10.00
8.00

One
Day

Add
Day

Wee!~

$5.75
4.75

5.50
5.00

$tt.25
3.25
2.25

$17.50
13.50
9.50

2.75

3.25

2.25
8.50
6.50
4.25
2.25
13.00
1.00
8.00
3.00
Base prep (wooden or Synthetic)
5.50
Pin Binding Mounting
4.50
Mountaineering Binding
6.50
Ski Repair-Price quoted on broken ski tips;
cracked or split skis and some boot repair• s.

=••ttluliuutiilt•••••••••~.;.;tiui .. tuutlnliltl!l•••n.titi••'•_ul1_.jt.•••••-il--..1-unlii·••-•••-••••••niil-nhtntnttnlitnl-lililillllll'"

Beginning Skier's Outfit: ...
Rossignol T ourhig Ski
Haugen Appalachia Boot
Exel Popular Pole
RoftefeUa Fenix Binding
Mounting and Base Prep.

$70.00
37,00
13.00
8.50
10.00

Regular Price
OuHit Price

$138.50
$1 09.50

Ask An

Expert
Day

For the Performance Skier:
Rossignol Horizon II Ski
Haugen Classic Boot
Exel Popular Pole
Rottefella Tur Binding
Mounting and Base Pr¢p.
Regular Price
Outfit Price

.

j
,,•'

·I
•lf

Backcountry Outfit:
Asnes T·53 Ski
Haugen Adirondack Boot.
Exel Popular Pole
~ottefella Tut Binding
Mounting and Base Prep.
Regular Price
Outfit Price

$95.00
69.50
13.00
12.00
10.00
$199.50
$179.50

This is your chance fo talk to the technical representatives of Asnes skiis, Haugen boots, and
Rossignol skiis ... AI Gunter and Randy Williamson will be at Mountains and Rivers Saturday,
November 17th from 11 :00amto3:00prn to answer your questjons and give you the latest lnforma·
tion on cross country skiing. Come see the BHI Koch movie, sign up for the Rossignol skiis we' II be
raffling offl and bring this ad with your skiis to be hot waxed or pine tarred and we'll do a second pair
free! Saturday, November 17th only.

Ask an expert day special- Free wax kit with pu~chase of skiis.

2320 Central S.E.
across from UNM
268-4876, Mon•Fri 10•6, Sat 9·5
Winter Houts; open Fridays til 9

--i--

$100.00
59.50
13.00
12.00
10.00
$194.50
$174.50

